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Introdution
For a proper morphism of shemes f : X → Y with geometrially onneted
bers and a speialization y¯1 → y¯2 of geometri points of Y , A. Grothendiek
1
has dened algebrai fundamental groups πalg1 (Xy¯i) and a speialization homo-
morphism πalg1 (Xy¯1) → π
alg
1 (Xy¯2). Grothendiek's speialization theorem tells
that this homomorphism is surjetive if f is separable and indues an isomor-
phism between the prime-to-p quotients if f is smooth (here, p denotes the
harateristi of y¯2, eventually 0), f. [9, or. X.2.4, or. X.3.9℄.
In omplex analyti geometry, a smooth and proper morphism is loally a triv-
ial bration of real dierential manifolds, so that, in partiular, all the bers
are homeomorphi, and thus have isomorphi (topologial) fundamental groups.
The aim of this paper is to nd some analogous result to the speialization
theorem of Grothendiek in the frame of non arhimedean analyti geometry.
We already studied the one dimensional ase in dimension 1 in [16℄. The results
obtained here require some assumptions that did not appear in [16℄, so that the
results of [16℄ will not be overed by the results of this artile.
What will play the role of the fundamental group in the non arhimedean set-
ting will be the tempered fundamental group of Y. André.
The tempered fundamental group was introdued in [2, part III℄ as a sort of
non arhimedean analog of the topologial fundamental group of omplex alge-
brai varieties; its pronite ompletion oinides with Grothendiek's algebrai
fundamental group; it has itself many innite disrete quotients in general.
Sine the analytiation (in the sense of V. Berkovih or of rigid geometry) of
a nite étale overing of a p-adi algebrai variety is not neessarily a topolog-
ial overing, André had to use a slightly larger notion of overing. He dened
tempered overings, whih are étale overings in the sense of A.J. de Jong (that
is to say that loally on the Berkovih topology, it is a diret sum of nite ov-
erings) suh that, after pulling bak by some nite étale overing, they beome
topologial overings (for the Berkovih topology). The tempered fundamental
group is the prodisrete group that lassies those tempered overings. To give
a more handful desription, if one has a sequene of pointed nite Galois on-
neted overings ((Si, si))i∈N suh that the orresponding pointed pro-overing
of (X, x) is the universal pro-overing of (X, x), and if (S∞i , s
∞
i ) is a universal
topologial overing of Si, the tempered fundamental group of X an be seen
as πtemp1 (X, x) = lim←−i
Gal(S∞i /X). Therefore, to understand the tempered fun-
damental group of a variety, one has to understand the topologial behavior of
its nite étale overings.
One problem whih appears at one in looking for some non arhimedean
analog of Grothendiek's speialization theorems is that there are in general no
non trivial speializations between distint points of a non arhimedean ana-
lyti (Berkovih or rigid) spae: for example a separated Berkovih spae has a
Hausdor underlying topologial spae, so that if there is a ospeialization (for
the Berkovih topology, the étale topology. . . ) between two geometri points
of a Berkovih spae, the two geometri points must have the same underlying
point. Thus we will study speialization through a redution (with good enough
properties).
We want to understand how the tempered fundamental group of the geo-
metri bers of a smooth family varies. Let us for instane onsider a family
of ellipti urves. The tempered fundamental group of an ellipti urve over a
2
omplete algebraially losed non arhimedean losed eld is Ẑ2 if it has good
redution, and Ẑ×Z if it is a Tate urve. In partiular, by looking at a moduli
spae of stable pointed ellipti urves with level struture
1
, the tempered fun-
damental group (or any reasonable (p′)-version) annot be onstant.
Moreover, if one looks at the moduli spae over Zp, and one onsiders a urve
E1 with bad redution and a urve E0 with generi redution (hene good re-
dution), there annot be a morphism πtemp1 (E0) → π
temp
1 (E1) whih indues
Grothendiek's speialization on the pronite ompletion, although the redu-
tion point orresponding to E1 speializes to the redution point orresponding
to E0. Therefore there annot be any reasonable speialization theory.
On the ontrary, if one has two geometri points η1 and η2 of the moduli
spae suh that the redution of η1 speializes to the redution of η2, then
Eη1 has neessarily better redution than Eη2 and there is some morphism
πtemp1 (Eη2)→ π
temp
1 (Eη1) that indues an isomorphism on the pronite omple-
tions. Thus we want to look for a ospeialization of the tempered fundamental
group.
The topologial behavior of a general nite étale overing is too pathologial
to hope to have a simple ospeialization theory without adding a (p′) ondition
on the overings: for example two Mumford urves over some nite extension
of Qp with isomorphi geometri tempered fundamental group have the same
metrized graph of the stable redution. Thus even if two Mumford urves have
isomorphi stable redution (and thus the point orresponding to their stable re-
dution is the same), they do not have isomorphi tempered fundamental group
in general. Thus we will only study here nite overings that are dominated by
a nite Galois overing whose order is prime to p, where p is the residual har-
ateristi (whih an be 0; suh a overing will be alled a (p′)-nite overing).
Then, it beomes natural to introdue a (p′)-tempered fundamental group whih
lassies tempered overings that beome topologial overings after pullbak
along some (p′)-nite overing. It should be remarked that this (p′)-tempered
fundamental group annot be in general reovered from the tempered funda-
mental group.
The (p′)-tempered fundamental group of a urve was already studied by S.
Mohizuki in [17℄. It an be desribed in terms of a graph of pronite groups.
From this desription, one easily sees that the isomorphism lass of the (p′)-
tempered fundamental group of a p-adi urve depends only of the stratum of
the Knudsen stratiation of the moduli spae of stable urves in whih the
stable redution lies. Moreover if one has two strata x1 and x2 in the moduli
spae of stable urves suh that x1 is in the losure of x2, one an easily on-
strut morphisms from the graph of groups orresponding to x1 to the graph
of groups orresponding to x2 (induing morphisms of tempered fundamental
groups whih indue isomorphisms of the pro-(p′) ompletions).
1
to avoid staks. However, the ospeialization homomorphisms we will onstrut will be
loal for the étale topology of the speial ber of the base. Thus, the fat that the base is a
Deligne-Mumford stak is not really a problem.
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We shall study the following general situation. Let K be a disretely valued
eld, OK be its valuation ring, k be its residue eld and p its harateristis
(whih an be 0). Let X → Y be a pluristable (for example semistable) mor-
phism of shemes over OK , whih is smooth over K.
If η1 is a (Berkovih) point of the generi ber of Y , we rst want to desribe
the geometri (p′)-tempered fundamental group of Yη1 in terms of Ys1 where
s1 is the redution of η1 (to be sure that this redution exists we thus have to
assume Y to be proper over OK ; otherwise, we have to onsider only points η1
in the tube of the speial ber of Y ). Let us make sure at rst that we an get
suh a desription for the pro-(p′) ompletion, i.e. the algebrai fundamental
group. One annot apply diretly Grothendiek's speialization theorems sine
the speial ber is not smooth but only pluristable. Indeed, a pro-(p′) geometri
overing of the generi ber will in generally only indue a Kummer overing on
the speial ber. These are more naturally desribed in terms of log geometry.
To do so we will have to assume the eld H(η1) to be with disrete valuation in
order to get log shemes with good niteness properties (more preisely to be
fs). Then, one an endow Xs1 with a natural log struture suh that the pro-(p
′)
fundamental group of Xη1 is isomorphi to a pro-(p
′) log fundamental group (as
dened in [11℄). To try to desribe the (p′)-tempered fundamental group, one
has to desribe the topologial behavior of any (p′)-algebrai overing of Xη1 .
Berkovih, in [5℄, onstruted a ombinatorial objet (more preisely a polysim-
pliial set) depending only on Xs1 , suh that the Berkovih generi ber Xη1 is
naturally homotopially equivalent to the geometri realization of this ombi-
natorial objet, thus generalizing the ase of urves with semistable redution,
where the homotopy type of the generi ber an be naturally desribed in terms
of the graph of this semistable redution. We will extend suh a desription to
our log overings. This will enable us to dene a (p′)-tempered fundamental
group of our log redution, whih is isomorphi to the tempered fundamental
group of the generi ber. In partiular:
Theorem 0.1. The (p′)-tempered fundamental group of Xη1 only depends on
the log redution Xs1 .
One we have a denition for the log geometri tempered fundamental group
πtemp-geom1 (Xs1) of the log bers in the speial lous of Y , one an reformulate
our ospeialization problem only in terms of this speial lous.
We will now assume Y to be log smooth overOK (this endows Y with a anonial
stratiation ; we did not used suh an assumption for the ase of urves in [16℄).
We will also have to make an assumption on the ombinatorial behavior of the
geometri bers of X → Y . More preisely, the polysimpliial set assoiated
with those geometri bers will be assumed to be interiorly free. This is for
example the ase if X → Y is stritly polystable or if X → Y is of relative
dimension 1 (whih explains why suh a ondition did not appear in [16℄). We
will prove the following:
Theorem 0.2. Let η1 and η2 be two Berkovih points with disrete valuation
elds of the Zariski open subset Y trη of Yη where the log struture is trivial, and let
η¯1, η¯2 be geometri points above them. Let s¯2 → s¯1 be a speialization of their log
redutions, then there is a ospeialization homomorphism πtemp-geom1 (Xη¯1)
L →
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πtemp-geom1 (Xη¯2)
L
, whih is an isomorphism if s¯1 and s¯2 lie in the same stratum
of Y .
If one does not assume the geometri bers of X → Y to have interiorly free
polysimpliial sets, there still is the ospeialization homomorphism if s¯2 is the
generi point of a stratum.
Let us ome bak to our moduli spae of pointed stable ellipti urves with
high enough level struture M over OK , and let C be the anonial stable el-
lipti urve on M . If η1 and η2 are two Berkovih points of Mη, they are in
M trη if and only if Cη1 and Cη2 are smooth. C →M , endowed with their natu-
ral log-strutures over (OK , O
∗
K), is a polystable morphism of log shemes, and
M → OK is log smooth. Sine the polysimpliial set of a semistable urve over
a separably losed eld is interiorly free, the polysimpliial sets of the geometri
bers of C → M are interiorly free, so that one an apply our theorem. One
thus get a ospeialization outer morphism πtemp1 (Cη1)→ π
temp
1 (Cη2) for every
speialization s2 → s1, whih is an isomorphism if s1 and s2 are in the same
stratum of Ms. Sine the moduli stak of pointed stable ellipti urves over
Spec k has only two stratum, one orresponding to smooth ellipti urves M0
and one to singular urves M1, one gets that π
temp
1 (E1)
L ≃ πtemp1 (E2)
L
if E1
and E2 are two urves with good redution or two Tate urves (the isomorphism
depends on hoies of ospeializations). Sine M1 is in the losure of M0 one
gets a morphism from the tempered fundamental group of a Tate urve to the
tempered fundamental group of an ellipti urve with good redution.
The rst thing we need to onstrut the ospeialization homomorphism for
tempered fundamental groups is a speialization morphism for the (p′)-log geo-
metri fundamental groups of Xs¯1 and Xs¯2 that extends any (p
′)-log geometri
overing of Xs1 to a két neighborhood of s1 (if one has suh a speialization
morphism, by omparing it to the fundamental groups of Xη¯1 and Xη¯2 and us-
ing Grothendiek's speialization theorem, we will easily get that it must be an
isomorphism). This speialization morphism is easily dedued from [20℄ if s1 is a
strit point of Y , i.e. the log struture of s1 is just the pull bak of the log stru-
ture of Y . Thus we will study the invariane of the log geometri fundamental
group by hange of fs base point. Then we have to study the ombinatorial
behavior of a két overing with respet to ospeialization. Cospeialization
morphisms of the polysimpliial set of the bers of a strily polystable log -
bration are already given by Berkovih in [5, or. 6.2℄ when Y is plurinodal and
s1, s2 are the topologial (i.e. not with value in a eld, or equivalently with
value in the loal eld at their image in Y and with strit log struture) generi
points of strata of Y , without any assumption of properness. The onstrution
easily extends étale loally to our situation if one only still assumes s2 to be
the generi point of a stratum. To get a ospeialization morphism of geometri
polysimpliial sets, we will have to prove that after further két loalization at
s¯1, the strata of Xs2 whose losures meet Xk are geometrially onneted. This
will follow from the fat, that after some loalization, the losure of those strata
are at over their image in Y and have redued geometri bers. One then
desends these ospeialization morphisms we had étale loally. In the initial
proper ase, this ospeialization morphism is an isomorphism if s1 and s2 lie in
the same stratum of Y and the polysimpliial set of Xs¯2 is interiorly free. These
5
ospeialization morphisms ommute with két overings, and thus will give us
the wanted ospeialization morphisms.
Let us now disuss the organization of the paper.
The rst setion of this paper will be devoted to reall the main tools we will
need later. We will reall the denition of the tempered fundamental group
and its basi properties. We will also onsider an L-version of the tempered
fundamental group, where L is a set of prime numbers (L-tempered fundamen-
tal groups were already introdued in [17℄ in the ase of urves). We will then
reall the basis of log geometry, espeially the theory of két overings and log
fundamental groups. We will end this part by realling the topologial struture
of the Berkovih spae of a pluristable formal sheme, as studied in [5℄ and in [6℄.
In 2, we dene the tempered fundamental group of a pluristable log sheme
X over a log point. To do this, we dene a funtor C from the Kummer étale
site of our pluristable log sheme X to the ategory of polysimpliial sets (whih
extends the denition of the polysimpliial set assoiated to a pluristable sheme
dened by Berkovih in [5℄). Thus, for any Galois két overing Y of X , there
is an ation of Gal(X/Y ) on C(Y ), whih denes an extension of Gal(X/Y ) by
πtop1 (|C(Y )|). The tempered fundamental group of X will then be dened to
be the projetive limits of these extensions, when Y runs through pointed két
Galois overings of X . As for the tempered fundamental group of a Berkovih
spae, one also denes L-versions of the tempered fundamental group of our
pluristable log sheme. One also denes a log geometri version by taking the
projetive limit under onneted két extensions of the log point.
In 3, for a proper, generially smooth and pluristable sheme X over a om-
plete disretely valued ring OK (thus endowed with a anonial log struture),
we onstrut a speialization morphism between the L-tempered fundamental
group of the generi ber, onsidered as a Berkovih spae, and the L-tempered
fundamental group of the speial ber endowed with the inverse image log stru-
ture, whih is an isomorphism if the residual harateristi of K is not in L.
This speialization morphism is indued by the speialization morphism from
the algebrai fundamental group of the generi ber to the log fundamental
group of the speial ber, and by the fat that the geometri realization of the
polysimpliial set |C(Y )| of a két overing of the speial ber of X is anonially
homotopially equivalent to the Berkovih spae Y anη of the orresponding étale
overing of the generi ber. This homotopy equivalene is obtained by extend-
ing the strong deformation retration of Xanη to a strong deformation retration
of Y anη onto a subset anonially homeomorphi to |C(Y )|.
In 4, we start by studying speialization of the (p′)-log fundamental group
of a proper, log smooth and saturated morphism of fs log shemes.
We then onstrut ospeialization morphisms between the polysimpliial sets of
the bers of a stritly polystable bration over a log regular Zariski log sheme.
This ospeialization question is already studied in [5℄, when the base sheme
is stritly plurinodal for the generi points of the strata. Our ospeialization
6
morphisms extend to ospeialization morphisms of the geometri polysimpli-
ial sets of the bers of a két overing of a stritly polystable bration.
The two ospeialization theories t together, and thus we obtain ospeializa-
tion morphisms between the (p′)-geometri tempered fundamental groups of the
bers of our stritly polystable log bration.
Thanks to the isomorphisms between the (p′)-geometri tempered fundamental
group of the ber over a disretely valued Berkovih point of the generi part
of our base log sheme and the (p′)-geometri tempered fundamental group of
the ber over the redution log point, we will get theorem 0.2.
This work is part of a PhD thesis. I would like to thank my advisor, Yves
André, for suggesting me to work on the ospeialization of the tempered fun-
damental group and taking the time of reading and orreting this work. I
would also like to thank Lu Illusie and Fumiharu Kato for taking interest in
my problem about the invariane of geometri log fundamental groups by base
hange.
1 Preliminaries
1.1 Tempered fundamental group
Let K be a omplete nonarhimedean eld.
Let L be a set of prime numbers (for example, we will denote by (p′) the set of
all primes exept the residual harateristi p of K). An L-integer will be an
integer whih is a produt of elements of L.
Following [1, 4℄, a K-manifold will be a smooth paraompat stritly K-
analyti spae in the sense of Berkovih. For example, if X is a smooth algebrai
K-variety, Xan is a K-manifold (and in fat, we will mainly be interested in
those spaes). Then, thanks to [5℄, any K-manifold is loally ontratible (we
will explain in more detail the results of [5℄ in setion 1.3). In partiular, it has
a universal overing.
A morphism f : S′ → S is said to be an étale overing if S is overed by open
subsets U suh that f−1(U) =
∐
Vj and Vj → U is étale nite ([7℄).
For example, étale L-nite overings (i.e. étale nite overings suh that the
order of every onneted omponent is an L-integer), also alled L-algebrai ov-
erings, and overings in the usual topologial sense for the Berkovih topology,
also alled topologial overings, are étale overings.
Then, André denes tempered overings in [2, def. 2.1.1℄. We generalize this
denition to L-tempered overings as follows:
Denition 1.1. An étale overing S′ → S is L-tempered if it is a quotient of
the omposition of a topologial overing T ′ → T and of a L-nite étale overing
T → S.
This is equivalent to say that it beomes a topologial overing after pullbak
by some L-nite étale overing.
We denote by Covtemp(X)L (resp. Covalg(X)L, Covtop(X)) the ategory of L-
tempered overings (resp. L-algebrai overings, topologial overings) of X
(with the obvious morphisms).
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A geometri point of a K-manifold X is a morphism of Berkovih spaes
M(Ω)→ X where Ω is an algebraially losed omplete isometri extension of
K.
Let x¯ be a geometri point of X . Then one has a funtor
F Lx¯ : Cov
temp(X)L → Set
whih maps a overing S → X to the set Sx¯. If x¯ and x¯
′
are two geometri
points, then F Lx¯ and F
L
x¯′ are (non anonially) isomorphi ([7, prop. 2.9℄).
The tempered fundamental group of X pointed at x¯ is
πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L = AutF Lx¯ .
When X is a smooth algebrai K-variety, Covtemp(Xan)L and πtemp1 (X
an, x¯)L
will also be denoted simply by Covtemp(X)L and πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L
.
By onsidering the stabilizers (StabF (S)(s))S∈Covtemp(X)L,s∈Fx¯(S) as a basis of
open subgroups of πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L
, πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L
beomes a topologial group. It
is a prodisrete topologial group.
When X is algebrai, K of harateristi zero and has only ountably many
nite extensions in a xed algebrai losure K, πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L
has a ountable
fundamental system of neighborhood of 1 and all its disrete quotient groups
are nitely generated ([2, prop. 2.1.7℄).
If x¯ and x¯′ are two geometri points, then F Lx¯ and F
L
x¯′ are (non anonially)
isomorphi ([7, prop. 2.9℄). Thus, as usual, the tempered fundamental group de-
pends on the basepoint only up to inner automorphism. This topologial group,
onsidered up to onjugation, will sometimes be denoted simply πtemp1 (X)
L
.
The full subategory of tempered overings S for whih F Lx¯ (S) is L-nite is
equivalent to Covalg(S)L, hene
(
πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L
)L
= πalg1 (X, x¯)
L
(where ( )L denotes the pro-L ompletion).
For any morphism X → Y , the pullbak denes a funtor Covtemp(Y )L →
Covtemp(X)L. If x¯ is a geometri point of X with image y¯ in Y , this gives rise
to a ontinuous homomorphism
πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L → πtemp1 (Y, y¯)
L
(hene an outer morphism πtemp1 (X)
L → πtemp1 (Y )
L
).
One has the analog of the usual Galois orrespondene:
Theorem 1.1 ([2, th. 1.4.5℄). F Lx¯ indues an equivalene of ategories be-
tween the ategory of diret sums of L-tempered overings of X and the ate-
gory πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L
-Set of disrete sets endowed with a ontinuous left ation of
πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L
.
If S is a L-nite Galois overing of X , its universal topologial overing S∞
is still Galois and every onneted L-tempered overing is dominated by suh a
Galois L-tempered overing.
If ((Si, s¯i))i∈N is a onal projetive system (with morphisms fij : Si → Sj
whih maps si to sj for i ≥ j) of geometrially pointed Galois L-nite étale ov-
erings of (X, x¯), let ((S∞i , s¯
∞
i ))i∈N be the projetive system, with morphisms
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f∞ij for i ≥ j, of its pointed universal topologial overings. Then F
L
x¯ (S
∞
i ) =
πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L/ StabF (S∞
i
)(s¯
∞
i ) is naturally a quotient group G of π
temp
1 (X, x¯)
L
for whih s∞i is the neutral element. Moreover G ats by G-automorphisms on
F Lx¯ (S
∞
i ) by right translation (and thus on S
∞
i thanks to the Galois orrespon-
dene (theorem 1.1)). Thus one gets a morphism πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L → Gal(S∞i /X).
As f∞ij (s
∞
i ) = s
∞
j , these morphisms are ompatible withGal(S
∞
i /X)→ Gal(S
∞
j /X).
Then, thanks to [2, lem. III.2.1.5℄,
Proposition 1.2.
πtemp1 (X, x¯)
L → lim
←−
Gal(S∞i /X)
is an isomorphism.
1.2 Log fundamental groups
This part is a reminder of the theory of log shemes, as an be found in [13℄ and
[19℄, and of the log fundamental groups, as an be found in [11℄ or [22℄.
1.2.1 Log shemes
All monoids here are ommutative with units, and morphisms of monoids map
the unit to the unit. If P is a monoid, P gp will be its group envelope, P ∗ the
group of invertible elements of P and P = P/P ∗.
If a, b ∈ P , we will write a|b if there is c ∈ P suh that b = ac.
A monoid P is sharp if P ∗ = {1}.
A monoid P is integral if the morphism P → P gp is injetive. A monoid is
ne if it is integral and nitely generated. An integral monoid is saturated if
a ∈ P gp is in P if there exists n suh that an ∈ P .
If P is a ne and saturated monoid (or fs for short), P gp/P ∗ = P
gp
is a
free abelian group of nite type, and thus there is a (non anonial) setion
P
gp
→ P gp and it indues a deomposition P = P ∗ ⊕ P .
A morphism f : P → Q of monoids is loal if f−1(Q∗) = P ∗ A morphism
P → Q of integral monoids is exat if P is the inverse image of Q in P gp.
A prime p of an fs monoid P is a subset of P suh that if p ∈ p and p′ ∈ P
then p+ p′ ∈ P, and if p, p′ ∈ P and p+ p′ ∈ p then p ∈ p or p′ ∈ p.
A subset F of an fs monoid P is alled a fae if P\F is a prime (in partiular
F is a submonoid of P ).
SpecP denotes the topologial spae of primes of P , where (D(f) = {p, f /∈
p})f∈P is a basis of the topology of SpecP .
If f : P → Q is a morphism of fs monoids and q is a prime of Q, then f−1(q) is
a prime of P , hene a map SpecQ→ SpecP .
A pre-log struture on a sheme X is a pair (M,α) where M is a sheaf of
monoids on Xe´t, and α : M → (OX , .) is a morphism of sheaves of monoids,
where OX is the anonial sheaf of X and . is the multipliation on OX . A
pre-log struture will be a log struture if the indued map α−1(O∗X) → O
∗
X is
an isomorphism. A log sheme X is a sheme (the underlying sheme X˚ of the
log sheme) with a log struture on it.
The forgetful funtor from log strutures on X to pre-log strutures on X ad-
mits a left adjoint (M,α) 7→ (Ma, αa) where Ma is the amalgamated sum of Q
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and OX along α
−1(O∗X) (this log struture is alled the log struture assoiated
to (M,α)).
A morphism of log shemes f : (X,M,α)→ (Y,N, β) is a morphism of shemes
f : X → Y with a morphism of sheaves of monoids f−1N → M ompatible
with α and β. Then f−1N → M is neessarily a loal morphism of sheaves of
monoids.
A log sheme X is integral if for every geometri point x¯ of X˚, Mx¯ is integral.
If Y = (Y,N, β) is a log sheme and X → Y˚ is a morphism of shemes, the log
struture on X assoiated to (f−1N, f−1β) is alled the inverse image log stru-
ture and is denoted f∗N . A morphism of log shemes f : (X,M,α)→ (Y,N, β)
is strit if the indued morphism f∗N →M is an isomorphism (if X is integral,
this is equivalent to say that Nf(x¯) →M x¯ is an isomorphism for every geometri
point x¯ of X).
If P is a monoid the log struture on SpecZ[P ] assoiated to the pre-log
struture dened by P → Z[P ] is alled the anonial log struture. There is
a anonial morphism SpecZ[P ]→ SpecP whih maps a prime ideal I of Z[P ]
to I ∩ P .
A (global) hart modeled on a monoid P of a log sheme X is a morphism
from the onstant sheaf PX →MX induing an isomorphism on the assoiated
log strutures. This also amounts to giving a strit morphism X → SpecZ[P ],
where Z[P ] is endowed with its anonial log struture.
If x¯ is a geometri point, an integral hart P → M is exat at x¯ (resp. good at
x¯) if P →M x¯ (resp. P →M x¯) is an isomorphism.
A log sheme is ne (resp. ne and saturated or fs for short) if it is integral and,
loally for the étale topology, it admits a hart modeled on a nitely generated
and integral (resp. nitely generated and saturated) monoid.
We will mainly work in the ategory of fs log shemes. There are ber produts
in this ategory, but in general, taking the underlying sheme does not ommute
with ber produts.
If X → SpecP is an fs hart and x is a geometri point of X whih maps
to p ∈ SpecP and let F = P\p, then P → Mx¯ indues an isomorphism
F−1P → M x¯. Moreover SpecZ[F
−1P ] → SpecZ[P ] is an open embedding
orresponding to the preimage of D(p) = {p′|p ⊂ p′} ⊂ SpecP . Thus F−1P
indues an exat hart of a Zariski neighborhood of x. But one an then hoose
some deomposition F−1P = F−1P ⊕ (F−1P )∗, and the indued morphism
F−1P → F−1P →MX is a good hart at x.
Sometimes, we may have to use log strutures on the Zariski site. Let
ǫ : XZar → Xe´t the natural projetion. We will say that a log struture M
on X is Zariski (and the log sheme X is log Zariski) if ǫ∗ǫ∗M → M is an
isomorphism. If X is an fs log sheme, the log struture is Zariski if and only if
it has fs harts loally on the Zariski topology. In partiular any fs log sheme
is étale loally log Zariski.
If f : X → Y is a morphism of ne log shemes, a hart of f is given by
a hart X → SpecZ[P ], a hart Y → SpecZ[Q] and a morphism Q → P suh
that the orresponding square of log shemes ommute. Any morphism of ne
log shemes has harts étale loally.
A morphism of ne log shemes f : X → Y is log smooth (resp. log étale) if
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étale loally on X and Y , f admits a hart u : Q→ P suh that the kernel and
the torsion part of the okernel (resp. the kernel and the okernel) of ugp are
nite groups of order invertible on X and X → Y ×SpecZ[Q] SpecZ[P ] is étale.
There are valuative haraterizations of log étale and log smooth morphisms.
Log étale and log smooth morphisms are stable under base hange and ompo-
sition.
A morphism h : Q→ P of fs monoids is Kummer (resp. L-Kummer) if h is
injetive and for every a ∈ P , there exists an integer (an L-integer) n suh that
na ∈ h(Q) (note that if Q→ P is Kummer, SpecP → SpecQ is an homeomor-
phism).
A morphism f : X → Y of fs log shemes is said to be Kummer (resp. exat)
if for every geometri point x¯ of X , MY,f(x¯) →MX,x¯ is Kummer (resp. exat).
A Kummer morphism X → Y of fs log shemes is a Kummer universal homeo-
morphism (or kuh for short) if the underlying map of shemes is an homeomor-
phism after any fs base hange ([23, def. 2.1℄).
A Kummer morphism q : X → Y is kuh if and only if q˚ is a universal homeo-
morphism (i.e. is integral, radiial and surjetive) and for any geometri point
x¯ of X , MY,q(x¯) =MX,x¯ is p-Kummer, where p is the residual harateristi of
x¯ ([23, thm. 2.7℄).
For example, if P → Q is a p-Kummer morphism of fs monoid, and A is a ring
of harateristi p, then SpecA[Q]→ SpecA[P ] is kuh.
An fs log shemeX is log regular if for every geometri point x¯, OX,x¯/Ix¯OX,x¯
is regular and dim(OX,x¯) = dim(OX,x¯/Ix¯OX,x¯) + rk(M
gp
x¯ ) where Ix¯ is the ideal
of OX,x¯ generated by the image of Mx¯\O
∗
X,x¯ ([18, def. 2.2℄).
Log Zariski log regular log shemes are studied in [14℄.
If X is log regular, X˚ is normal. The subset Xtr = {x,M x¯ = {1}} of X is a
dense open subset of X and
M = OX ∩ j∗O
∗
Xtr
where j is the open embedding Xtr → X ([18, prop. 2.6℄).
If Y is log regular and X → Y is log smooth, then X is log regular ([14, thm.
8.2℄).
1.2.2 Két overings
A morphism of fs log sheme is Kummer étale (or két for short) if it is Kummer
and log étale.
A morphism f is két if and only if étale loally it is dedued by strit base
hange and étale loalization from a map SpecZ[P ] → SpecZ[Q] indued by a
Kummer map Q→ P suh that nP ⊂ Q for some n invertible on X .
In fat if f : Y → X is két, y¯ is a geometri point of Y , and P → MX is
an exat hart of X at f(y¯), there is an étale neighborhood U of x¯ and a
Zariski open neighborhood V ⊂ f−1(U) of y¯ suh that V → U is isomorphi to
U ×SpecZ[P ] SpecZ[Q] with P → Q a L-Kummer morphism where L is the set
of primes invertible on U ([22, Prop. 3.1.4℄).
Két morphisms are open and quasi-nite.
The ategory of két fs log shemes over X (any X-morphism between two
suh fs log shemes is then két) where the overing families (Ti → T ) of T are
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the families that are set-theoretial overing families (being a set-theoretial
overing két family is stable under fs base hange) is a site. We will denote by
Xke´t the orresponding topos.
Any loally onstant nite objet of Xke´t is representable. A két fs log sheme
over X that represents suh a loally onstant nite sheaf will be alled a két
overing of X . We will denote by KCov(X) the ategory of két overings of
Xke´t.
A log geometri point is a log sheme s suh that s˚ is the spetrum of a sepa-
rably losed eld k suh that Ms is saturated and multipliation by n on M s is
an isomorphism for every n prime to the harateristi of k.
A log geometri point of X is a morphism x : s→ X of log shemes where s is
a log geometri point. A két neighborhood U of s in X is a morphism s→ U of
X-log shemes where U → X is két. Then if x is a log geometri point of X , the
funtor Fx from Xke´t to Set dened by F 7→ lim−→U
F(U) where U runs through
the direted ategory of két neighborhoods of x is a point of the topos Xke´t and
any point of this topos is isomorphi to Fx for some log geometri point and
they make a onservative system.
One also denes the log strit loalization X(x) to be the inverse limit in the
ategory of saturated log shemes of the két neighborhoods of x. If x and y are
log geometri points of x, a speialization of log geometri points x → y is a
morphism X(x)→ X(y) over X .
A speialization x→ y indues a anonial morphism Fx → Fy of funtors.
If there is a speialization x→ y of the underlying topologial points, then there
is some speialization x→ y of log geometri points.
If X is onneted, for any log geometri point x of X , Fx indues a fundamental
funtor KCov(X)→ fSet of the Galois ategory KCov(X).
One then denotes by πlog1 (X, x) the pronite group of automorphisms of this
fundamental funtor.
Strit étale surjetive morphisms satisfy eetive desent for két overings
([22, prop. 3.2.19℄).
If f : S′ → S is an exat morphism of fs log shemes suh that f˚ is proper,
surjetive and of nite presentation, then f satises eetive desent for két
overings ([22, th. 3.2.25℄).
If X is a log regular fs log sheme, and all the primes of L are invertible
on X , then KCov(X)L → Covalg(Xtr)
L
is an equivalene of ategories ([11, th.
7.6℄).
Theorem 1.3 ([20, or. 2.3℄). Let S be a stritly loal sheme with losed point
s, and let X be a onneted fs log sheme suh that X˚ is proper over S. Then
KCov(X)→ KCov(Xs)
is an equivalene of ategories.
If q : X → Y is kuh, q∗ : Yke´t → Xke´t is an equivalene of ategories ([23,
th. 0.1℄)
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1.2.3 Saturated morphisms
A morphism of fs monoids P → Q is integral if, for any morphism of integral
monoids P → Q′, the amalgamated sum Q⊕P Q
′
is still integral.
A integral morphism of fs monoids P → Q is saturated if, for any morphism of
fs monoids P → Q′, the amalgamated sum Q⊕P Q
′
is still fs.
If f : P → Q is saturated and F ′ is a fae of Q, F−1P → F ′−1Q is also satu-
rated where F = f−1(F ′).
Lemma 1.4. If φ : P → Q is an integral (resp. saturated) morphism of fs
monoids and F ′ is a fae of Q, let F = φ−1(F ′). Then F → F ′ is also integral
(resp. saturated).
Proof. To prove that F → F ′ is integral, thanks to [19, prop. I.4.3.11℄, one only
has to prove that if f ′1, f
′
2 ∈ F
′
and f1, f2 ∈ F are suh that f
′
1φ(f1) = f
′
2φ(f2),
there are g′ ∈ F ′ and g1, g2 ∈ F suh that f
′
1 = g
′φ(g1) and f
′
2 = g
′φ(g2).
But there exists g′ ∈ Q and g1, g2 ∈ P that satises those properties sine
P → Q is integral. But, sine F ′ is a fae of Q, g′, φ(g1), φ(g2) must be in F
′
,
and thus g1 and g2 are in F .
Thanks to a riterion of T. Tsuji, an integral morphism of fs monoids f : P0 →
Q0 is saturated if and only if for any a ∈ P0, b ∈ Q0 and any prime number p
suh that f(a)|bp, there exists c ∈ P0 suh that a|c
p
and f(c)|b. Let a ∈ F, b ∈ F ′
and p be a prime suh that φ(a)|bp. Then sine φ : P → Q is saturated, there
exists c ∈ P suh that a|cp and f(c)|b. But f(c)|b implies that f(c) ∈ F ′, whene
c ∈ F .
A morphism f : Y → X of fs log shemes is saturated if for any geometri
point y¯ of Y , M¯X,f(y¯) → M¯Y,y¯ is saturated.
If Y → X is saturated and Z → X is a morphism of fs log shemes, then the
underlying sheme of Z ×X Y is Z˚ ×X˚ Y˚ .
If P → Q is a loal and integral (resp. saturated) morphism of fs monoids
and P is sharp, the morphism SpecZ[Q] → SpecZ[P ] is at (resp. separable,
i.e. at with geometrially redued bers, f. [19, or. 4.3.16℄ and [12, rem.
6.3.3℄).
Let f : X → Y be log smooth and x¯ be a geometri point of X . Etale lo-
ally on Y , there is a good hart Y → SpecP at y¯. Then, thanks to [12,
prop. A.3.1.1℄, there is étale loally at x a hart P → Q of Y → X suh that
Y → SpecZ[Q] ×Z[P ] X is étale and X → SpecQ is exat at x. Thus if f
is integral (resp. saturated), P → Q is a loal and integral (resp. saturated)
morphism of fs monoids and P is sharp. Thus f is at (resp. separable).
If P → Q is an integral morphism of fs monoids, there exists an integer n
suh that the pullbak Pn → Q
′
of P → Q along P
n
→ P = Pn is saturated
(theorem [12, A.4.2℄).
Moreover if P → Q fators through Q0 suh that P → Q0 is saturated and
Q0 → Q is L-Kummer, n an be hosen to be an L-integer.
Thus, if Z ′′ → Z ′ is a két overing and Z ′ → Z is saturated, log smooth and
proper, then for any log geometri point z of Z there is a két neighborhood U
of z suh that Z ′′U → U is saturated (and all the properness assumptions an
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be removed and replaed by the quasiompatness of Z ′′ if Z is just an fs log
point, i.e. its underlying sheme is the spetrum of a eld).
1.2.4 Speialisation of log fundamental groups
Let X → S be a proper and saturated morphism of log shemes, and let Y → X
be a két overing. Let s and s′ be two points of S and assume that one has a
speialization s¯′ → s¯ (where s¯ and s¯′ are some log geometri points over s and
s′).
Let Z be the stritly loal sheme of S at s endowed with the inverse image
log struture, and let z be its losed point, endowed with the inverse image log
struture.
One has the following arrows (dened up to inner homomorphisms):
πlog-geom1 (Ys/s)
(p′) → πlog-geom1 (Yz/z)
(p′) ≃→ πlog-geom1 (YZ/Z)
(p′) ← πlog-geom1 (Ys′/s
′)(p
′)
where the seond homomorphism are isomorphisms aording to theorem 1.3.
The rst one is an isomorphism aording to [16, or. 2.6℄.
Theorem 1.5 ([16, or. 2.7℄). One has a speialization morphism
πlog-geom1 (Ys′/s
′)(p
′) → πlog-geom1 (Ys/s)
(p′)
that fators through πlog-geom1 (YZ/Z)
(p′)
.
1.3 Skeleton of a Berkovih spae with pluristable redu-
tion
Let K be a omplete nonarhimedean eld and let OK be its ring of integers.
If X is a loally nitely presented formal sheme over OK , Xη will denote the
generi ber of X in the sense of Berkovih ([4, setion 1℄).
Reall the denition of a polystable morphism of formal shemes:
Denition 1.2 ([5, def. 1.2℄, [6, setion 4.1℄). Let φ : Y → X be a loally
nitely presented morphism of formal shemes over OK .
(i) φ is said to be stritly polystable if, for every point y ∈ Y, there exists an
open ane neighborhood X′ = Spf(A) of x := φ(y) and an open neighbor-
hood Y′ ⊂ φ−1(X′) of x suh that the indued morphism Y′ → X′ fators
through an étale morphism Y′ → Spf(B0)×X′ · · · ×X′ Spf(Bp) where eah
Bi is of the form A{T0, · · · , Tni}/(T0 · · ·Tni − ai) with a ∈ A and n ≥ 0.
It is said to be nondegenerate if one an hoose X ′, Y ′ and (Bi, ai) suh
that {x ∈ (Spf(A)η)|ai(x) = 0} is nowhere dense.
(ii) φ is said to be polystable if there exists a surjetive étale morphismY′ → Y
suh that Y′ → X is stritly polystable. It is said to be nondegenerate if
one an hoose Y′ suh that Y′ → X is nondegenerate.
Then a (nondegenerate) polystable bration of length l over S is a sequene
of (nondegenerate) polystable morphisms X = (Xl → · · · → X1 → S).
Then K-Pstf e´tl will denote the ategory of polystable brations of length l over
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OK , where a morphism X→ Y is a olletion of étale morphisms (Xi → Yi)1≤i≤l
whih satises the natural ommutation assumptions.
Pstf e´tl will denote the ategory of ouples (X,K1) where K1 is a omplete non
arhimedean eld and X is a polystable bration over OK1 , and a morphism
(X,K1)→ (Y,K2) is a ouple (φ, ψ) where φ is an isometri extensionK2 → K1
and ψ is a morphism X→ Y⊗OK2 OK1 in K1-Pstf
e´t
l .
Let k be a eld.
Let X be a k-sheme loally of nite type.
The normal lous Norm(Xred) is a dense open subset of X . Let us dene indu-
tively X(0) = Xred, X(i+1) = X(i)\Norm(X(i)). The irreduible omponents of
X(i)\X(i+1) are alled the strata of X (of rank i). This gives a partition of X .
The set of the generi points of the strata of X is denoted by Str(X) (There is
a natural bijetion with the set of strata of X).
Berkovih denes another ltration X = X(0) ⊂ X(1) ⊂ · · · suh that X(i+1) is
the losed subset of points ontained in at least two irreduible omponents of
X(i). X is said to be quasinormal if all of the irreduible omponents of eah
X(i), endowed with the redued subsheme struture, is normal (this property
is loal for the Zariski topology and remains true after étale morphisms). If X
is quasinormal, then X(i) = X
(i)
. X is quasinormal if and only if the losure of
every stratum is normal.
There is a natural partial order on Str(X) dened by x 6 y if and only if y ∈ {x}.
Berkovih denes polysimpliial sets in [5, setion 3℄ as follows.
For an integer n, let [n] denote {0, 1, · · · , n}.
For a tuple n = (n0, · · · , np) with either p = n0 = 0 or ni ≥ 1 for all i, let [n]
denote the set [n0]× · · · × [np] and w(n) denote the number p.
Berkovih denes a ategory Λ whose objets are [n] and morphisms are maps
[m]→ [n] assoiated with triples (J, f, α), where:
• J is a subset of [w(m)] assumed to be empty if [m] = [0],
• f is an injetive map J → [w(n)],
• α is a olletion {αl}0≤l≤p, where αl is an injetive map [mf−1(l)] → [nl]
if l ∈ Im(f), and αl is a map [0]→ [nl] otherwise.
The map γ : [m]→ [n] assoiated with (J, f, α) takes j = (j0, · · · , jw(m)) ∈ [m]
to i = (i0, · · · , iw(n)) with il = αl(jf−1(l)) for l ∈ Im(f), and il = αl(0) other-
wise.
A polysimpliial set is a funtor Λop → Set. Polysimpliial sets form a ategory
denoted by Λ◦ Set.
One onsiders Λ as a full subategory of Λ◦ Set by the Yoneda funtor. If C is
a polysimpliial set Λ/C is the ategory whose objets are morphisms [n]→ C
in Λ◦ Set and morphisms from [n] → C to [m] → C are morphisms [n] → [m]
that make the triangle ommute.
A polysimplex x of a polysimpliial set C is said to be degenerate if there is
a non isomorphi surjetive map f of Λ suh that x is the image by f of a
polysimplex of C. Let Cnd
n
be the subset of non degenerate polysimplies of Cn.
Thanks to an analog of Eilenberg-Zilber lemma for polysimpliial sets ([5, lem.
3.2℄), a morphism C′ → C is bijetive if and only if it maps non degenerate
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polysimplies to nondegenerate polysimplies and (C′)nd
n
→ Cnd
n
is bijetive for
any n.
There is a funtor O : Λ◦ Set → Poset where O(C) is the partially ordered set
assoiated to Ob(Λ/C) endowed with the preorder where x ≤ y if there is a
morphism x→ y in Λ/C. As a set, O(C) oinides with the set of equivalene
lasses of nondegenerate polysimplies.
A polysimpliial set C is said interiorly free if Aut(n) ats freely on Cnd
n
. If
C1 → C2 is a morphism of polysimpliial sets mapping nondegenerate polysim-
plies to nondegenerate polysimplies suh that O(C1) → O(C2) is an isomor-
phism and C2 is interiorly free, then C1 → C2 is an isomorphism.
Berkovih also denes a stritly polysimpliial ategory Λ whose objets are
those of Λ, but with only injetive morphisms between them. The funtor
Λ → Λ → Λ◦ Set extends to a funtor Λ◦ Set → Λ◦ Set whih ommutes with
diret limits (the objets of Λ◦ Set will be alled stritly polysimpliial sets).
Berkovih then onsiders a funtor Σ : Λ → Ke to the ategory of Kelley
spaes, i.e. topologial spaes X suh that a subset of X is losed whenever its
intersetion with any ompat subset of X is losed. This funtor takes [n] to
Σn = {(uil)0≤i≤p,0≤l≤ni ∈ [0, 1]
[n]|
∑
l uil = 1}, and takes a map γ assoiated
to (J, f, α) to Σ(γ) that maps u = (ujk) to u
′ = (u′il) dened as follows: if
[m] 6= [0] and i /∈ Im(f) or [m] = [0] then u′il = 1 for l = αi(0) and u
′
il = 0
otherwise; if [m] 6= [0] and i ∈ Im(f), then u′il = uf−1(i),α−1
i
(l) for l ∈ Im(αi)
and u′il = 0 otherwise.
This indues a funtor, the geometri realization, | | : Λ◦ Set→ Ke (by extend-
ing Σ in suh a way that it ommutes with diret limits).
There is also a bifuntor  : Λ◦ Set×Λ◦ Set→ Λ◦ Set whih ommutes with di-
ret limits and dened by [(n0, · · · , np)][(n
′
0, · · · , n
′
p′)] = [(n0, · · · , np, n
′
0, · · · , n
′
p′)].
Thus |CC′ | = |C | × |C′ | (where the produt on the right is the produt of
Kelley spaes).
If X is stritly polystable over k and x ∈ Str(X), Irr(X, x) will denote
the metri spae of irreduible omponents of X passing through x where
d(X1, X2) = codimx(X1 ∩X2). Then there is a tuple [n] suh that Irr(X, x) is
bijetively isometri to [n], and if [m] → [n] is isometri, there exists a unique
y ∈ Str(X) with y 6 x and a unique isometri bijetion [m] → Irr(X, y) suh
that
[n] → Irr(X, x)
↑ ↑
[m] → Irr(X, y)
ommutes.
The funtor whih to [n] assoiates the set of ouples (x, µ) where x ∈ Str(X)
and µ is a isometri bijetion [n] → Irr(X, x) denes a strit polysimpliial set
C(X) (and thus a polysimpliial set C(X)).
There is a funtorial isomorphism of partially ordered sets O(C(X)) ≃ Str(X).
Proposition 1.6 ([5, prop. 3.14℄). One has a funtor C : Pstsm → Λ◦ Set,
suh that C(X) is as previously dened if X is stritly polystable and, for every
étale surjetive morphism X ′ → X:
C(X) = Coker(C(X ′ ×X X
′)⇒ C(X ′)).
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This funtor extends to a funtor C for stritly polystable brations over K
of length l.
Let us assume we already onstruted C for stritly polystable brations of
length l − 1 suh that O(C(X)) = Str(Xl−1). Let X : Xl → Xl−1 → · · · →
Spec k be a stritly polystable bration, and let Xl−1 : Xl−1 → · · · → Spec k.
Then for every x′ 6 x ∈ Str(Xl−1), one has:
Lemma 1.7 ([5, or.6.2℄). There is a anonial ospeialization funtor C(Xl,x)→
C(Xl,x′) and if x 6 x
′ 6 x′′, the funtor C(Xl,x)→ C(Xl,x′′) oinides with the
omposition C(Xl,x)→ C(Xl,x′)→ C(Xl,x′′).
This extends to a funtor
D : (Λ/(C(X l−1)))
op → Str(Xl−1)→ Λ
◦ Set .
Berkovih then denes a polysimpliial set (where we set C = C(X l−1)):
C(X) = CD = Coker(
∐
N1(Λ/C)
Λ[ny]Dx ⇒
∐
N0(Λ/C)
Λ[nx]Dx).
This onstrution extends to (non neessarily stritly) polystable brations:
Proposition 1.8 ([5, prop 6.9℄). There is a funtor C : Psttpsl → Λ Set suh
that:
(i) for every étale surjetive morphism of polystable brations X ′ → X:
C(X) = Coker(C(X ′ ×X X
′)⇒ C(X ′)).
(ii) O(C(X)) ≃ Str(X).
Berkovih attahes to a polystable bration X = (Xl → Xl−1 → · · · →
Spf(OK)) a subset of the generi ber Xl,η of Xl, the skeleton S(X) of X, whih
is anonially homeomorphi to |C(Xs)| (see [5, th. 8.2℄), and suh that Xl,η
retrats by a proper strong deformation onto S(X).
In fat, when X is non degeneratefor example generially smooth (we will
only use the results of Berkovih to suh polystable brations)the skeleton of
X depends only on Xl aording to [6, prop. 4.3.1.(ii)℄; suh a formal sheme
that ts into a polystable bration will be alled pluristable, and we will note
S(Xl) this skeleton.
In this ase [6, prop. 4.3.1.(ii)℄ gives a desription of S(Xl), whih is indepen-
dant of the retration. For any x, y ∈ Xl,η, we write x  y if for every étale
morphism X′ → Xl and any x
′
over x, there exists y′ over y suh that for any
f ∈ O(Xη), |f(x
′)| ≤ |f(y′)| ( is a partial order on Xl,η). Then S(Xl) is just
the set of maximal points of Xl,η for .
The retration to S(X) ommutes with étale morphisms:
Theorem 1.9 ([5, th. 8.1℄). One an onstrut, for every polystable bration
X = (Xl
fl−1
→ · · ·
f1
→ X1 → Spf(OK)), a proper strong deformation retration
Φl : Xl,η × [0, l]→ Xl,η of Xl,η onto the skeleton S(X) of X suh that:
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(i) S(X) =
⋃
x∈S(X
l−1
) S(Xl,x) (set-theoreti disjoint union), where Xl−1 =
(Xl−1 → · · · → Spf(OK));
(ii) if φ : Y → X is a morphism of brations in Pstf e´tl , one has φl,η(yt) =
φl,η(y)t for every y ∈ Yl,η.
Let us desribe more preisely how the retration is dened.
If X = Spf OK{P}/(pi − zi) where P is isomorphi to ⊕0≤i≤pN
ni+1
, pi =
(1, · · · , 1) ∈ Nni+1 and zi ∈ OK , let Gm be the formal multipliative group
Spf OK{T,
1
T } over OK , let us denote for any n by Gm
(n)
the kernel of the mul-
tipliation Gm
n+1 → Gm and let G be the formal ompletion of the identity in∏
iGm
(ni)
(it is a formal group). Then G ats on X. G = Gη ats then on Xη. G
has anonial subgroups Gt for t ∈ [0, 1] dened by the inequalities |Tij − 1| ≤ t
where Tij are the oordinates in G, whih is a quotient of
∏
iGm
ni+1
. Gt has
a maximal point gt.
Then for x ∈ X , xt = gt ∗ x denes the strong deformation (where ∗ is the
multipliation dened in [3,  5.2℄).
If X is étale over Spf OK{P}/(pi− zi), the ation of G extends in a unique way
to an ation on X , and xt is still dened by gt∗x. For any X polystable over OK ,
one has thus dened the strong deformation loally for the quasi-étale topology
of Xanη , and Berkovih veries that it indeed desends to a strong deformation
on X.
For a polystable bration X → Xl−1 → · · · → Spf OK , we rst assume X =
Spf B → Xl−1 = Spf A with B = A{P}/(pi − ai) (this will be alled a stan-
dard polystable morphism), one rst retrats ber by ber on S(X/Xl−1),
whih are stritly polystable. The image obtained an be identied with S =
{(x, r0, · · · , rp) ∈ Xl−1,η, ri0 · · · rini = |ai(x)|}, one then has a homotopy Ψ : S×
[0, 1] → S by Ψ(x, r0, · · · , rp, t) = (xt, ψn0(r0, |a0(xt)|), · · · , ψnp(rp, |ap(xt)|)),
where ψn is some strong deformation of [0, 1]
n+1
to (1, · · · , 1) ∈ [0, 1]n+1 dened
by Berkovih (we will just need that ψn(ri, t)
λ
k = ψn(r
λ
i , t
λ)k for any λ ∈ R
∗+
and any k ∈ [[0, n]]) , and xt is dened by the strong deformation of Xl−1,η.
If X → X′ → Xl−1 is a geometrially elementary omposition of an etale mor-
phism and a standard polystable morphism, S(X/Xl−1) → S(X
′/Xl−1) is an
isomorphism, so that we deform X′ ber by ber onto S(X/Xl−1), then we just
do the same retration as for S(X′/Xl−1). For an arbitrary polystable bration
X → · · · → OK , this denes the retration loally for the quasi-étale topology
of Xη, and Berkovih veries that it desends to a deformation of X .
Berkovih dedues from (1.9.(ii)) the following orollary:
Corollary 1.10 ([5, or. 8.5℄). Let K ′ be a nite Galois extension of K and let
X be a polystable bration over OK′ with a normal generi ber Xl,η. Suppose
we are given an ation of a nite group G on X over OK and a Zariski open
dense subset U of Xl,η. Then there is a strong deformation retration of the
Berkovih spae G\U to a losed subset homeomorphi to G\|C(X)|.
More preisely, in this orollary, the losed subset in question is the image
of S(X) (whih is G-equivariant and ontained in U) by U → G\U .
Theorem 1.9 also implies that the skeleton is funtorial with respet to
pluristable morphisms:
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Proposition 1.11 ([6, prop. 4.3.2.(i)℄). If φ : X→ Y is a pluristable morphism
between nondegenerate pluristable formal shemes over OK , φη(S(X)) ⊂ S(Y).
In fat, more preisely, from the onstrution of S, S(Y) =
⋃
x∈S(X) S(Yx).
2 Tempered fundamental group of a polystable
log sheme
In this setion we dene a tempered fundamental group for a polystable bration
over a eld, endowed with some ompatible log struture (we will all this a
polystable log bration). To dene our tempered fundamental group, we will
need a notion of topologial overing of a két overing Z of our polystable log
bration X → · · · → k. To do this we will dene for any Z a polysimpliial set
C(Z) over the polysimpliial set C(X), funtorially in Z. Thus if Z is a nite
Galois overing of X with Galois group G, there is an ation of G on C(Z) whih
denes an extension of groups:
1→ πtop1 (|C(Z)|)→ ΠZ → G→ 1.
Our tempered fundamental group will be the projetive limits of ΠZ when Z
runs through pointed Galois overings of X .
2.1 Polystable log shemes
Let S be a fs log sheme.
Denition 2.1. A morphism φ : Y → X of fs log shemes will be said:
• standard nodal if X has an fs hart X → SpecP and Y is isomorphi to
X ×SpecZ[P ] Z[Q] with Q = (P ⊕ uN⊕ vN)/(u+ v = a) with a ∈ P .
• a stritly plurinodal morphism of log shemes if for every point y ∈ Y ,
there exists a Zariski open neighborhood X ′ of φ(y) and a Zariski open
neighborhood Y ′ of y in Y ×X X
′
suh that Y ′ → X ′ is a omposition of
strit étale morphisms and standard nodal morphisms.
• a plurinodal morphism of log shemes if, loally for the étale topology of
X and Y , it is stritly plurinodal.
• a stritly polystable morphism of log shemes if for every point y ∈ Y , there
exists a Zariski open neighborhoodX ′ of φ(y), an fs hart P → A of the log
struture of X ′ and a Zariski open neighborhood Y ′ of y in Y ×X X
′
suh
that Y ′ → Y fators through a strit étale morphism Y ′ → X ′×Z[P ] Z[Q]
where Q = (P ⊕
⊕p
i=0 < Ti0, · · · , Tini >)/(Ti0 + · · · + Tini = ai) with
ai ∈ P .
• a polystable morphism of log shemes if, loally for the étale topology of
Y and X , it is a strit polystable morphism of log shemes.
A polystable log bration (resp. stritly polystable log bration) X over S of
length l is a sequene of polystable (resp. stritly polystable) morphism of log
shemes Xl → · · · → X1 → X0 = S.
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A morphism of polystable log brations of length l f : X → Y is given by
morphisms fi : Xi → Yi of fs log shemes for every i suh that the obvious
diagram ommutes.
A morphism f of polystable brations will be said két (resp. strit étale) if fi
is két (resp. strit étale) for all i.
A polystable (resp. stritly polystable) morphism of log shemes is plurin-
odal (resp. stritly plurinodal).
A plurinodal morphism is log smooth and saturated.
Remark. In the denition of stritly polystable morphisms of log shemes, if one
hooses any other hart P ′ → O(X ′), then there is a Zariski open neighborhood
X ′′ of x in X ′ suh that Y ′′ = Y ′ ×X′ X
′′ → X ′′ fators through a strit étale
morphism Y ′′ → X ′′ ×Z[P ′] Z[Q
′] where Q′ = (P ′ ⊕
⊕p
i=0 < Ti0, · · · , Tini >
)/(Ti0+ · · ·+ Tini = a
′
i) with a
′
i ∈ P
′
(indeed, one an assume that X ′ is ane,
so that X ′ = Spec(A). Let us hoose a′i that has the same image in M(X
′) as
ai, so that, in M(X
′), a′i = aiui with ui ∈ A
∗
. Then one just hanges for every
i, Ti0 by Ti0ui).
Lemma 2.1. Let φ : Y → X be a plurinodal (resp. stritly plurinodal, resp.
polystable, resp. stritly pluristable) morphism of shemes, suh that Y has a log
regular log struture MX and φ is smooth over Xtr. Then (Y,OY ∩ j∗O
∗
YX
tr
)→
(X,MX) is a plurinodal (resp. stritly plurinodal, resp. polystable, resp. stritly
pluristable) morphism of log shemes.
Proof. Let us prove it for the ase of a strily polystable morphism.
One an assume that X = Spec(A) has a hart ψ : P → A and that Y =
B0 ×X · · · ×X Bp with Bi = SpecA[Ti0, · · · , Tini ]/Ti0 · · ·Tini − ai with ai ∈ A.
Sine φ is smooth over X
tr
, ai is invertible over Xtr, thus after multiplying ai
by an element of A∗ (we an do that by also multiplying Ti0 by this element),
we may assume that ai = ψ(bi) for some bi ∈ P . Thus Y = X ×Z[P ]Z[Q] where
Q = (P ⊕
⊕p
i=0 < Ti0, · · · , Tini >)/(Ti0 + · · · + Tini = bi) with bi ∈ P . If we
endow Y with the log strutureMY assoiated with Q, Y → X beomes a strit
polystable morphism of log shemes. In partiular Y is log regular ([14, th. 8.2℄).
Sine, the set of points of Y where MY is trivial is YX
tr
, MY = OY ∩ j∗O
∗
YX
tr
aording to [18, prop. 2.6℄.
2.2 Polysimpliial set of a két log sheme over a polystable
log sheme
We will onstrut here the polysimpliial set of a két log sheme Z over a
polystable sheme, with whih Berkovih already assoiated a polysimpliial
set. To do this we will study the stratiation of an fs log sheme dened by
rk(z) = rk(M
gp
z ), whih orresponds to Berkovih stratiation for plurinodal
shemes, and we will show that étale loally a két morphism X → Y indues
an isomorphism between the posets of the strata of X and Y . This will enables
us to dene the polysimpliial set of Z étale loally. We will then desend it so
that it satises the same desent property as in proposition 1.8.
For a polystable (log) bration X : X → · · · → Spec k, Berkovih denes a
polysimpliial set C(X). In this part we want to generalize this onstrution to
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any két log sheme Z over X .
When X is stritly polystable, C(Z) will be dened so that for any stratum x
of X with generi point x˜ and any objet x′ of Λ/C(X) over x, the objets of
Λ/C(Z) above x′ will be in natural bijetion with the preimage of x˜ in Z.
When X is not assumed anymore to be stritly polystable, we dene C(Z) by
étale desent.
Let Z be an fs log sheme, one gets a stratiation on Z by saying that a
point z of Z is of rank r if rklog(z) = rk(Mgpz¯ /Oz¯) = r (where z¯ is some geo-
metri point over z and where rk is the rank of an abelian group of nite type).
The subset of points of Z suh that the rank is 6 r is an open subset of Z ([19,
or 2.3.5℄). We thus get a good stratiation.
The strata of rank r of Z are then the onneted omponents of the subset of
points z of order r. This is a partition of Z, and a strata of rank r is open in the
losed subset of points x of rank > r. It is endowed with the redued subsheme
struture of Z.
The set of strata is partially ordered by x 6 y if and only if y ⊂ x¯. One denotes
by Strx(Z) the poset of strata below X .
If f : Z ′ → Z is a két morphism, then rklog(x) = rklog(f(x)), so the strata
of Z ′ are the onneted omponents of the preimages of the strata of Z.
Let Z be a plurinodal log sheme over some log point (k,Mk) of harater-
isti p and of rank r0 and z is a point of Z.
rklog(z) = r0+rk(z) where rk(z) is the odimension of the strata ontaining
z in Z for the Berkovih stratiation of plurinodal shemes. Thus the strata
are the same for this stratiation and the stratiation of Berkovih.
Lemma 2.2. Let Z → Spec k be a plurinodal morphism of log shemes over
a log point and Z ′ → Z be a két morphism. Then the strata of Z ′ (with the
redued sheme struture) are normal and thus irreduible .
We will often denote abusively in the same way a stratum and its generi
point.
Proof. One an prove that étale loally.
Let us assume that Z → Spec k has an fs hart
Z → SpecP
↓ ↓
Spec k → SpecM
.
Then, aording to [19, prop II.2.3.2℄ the strata of Z orrespond to the on-
neted omponents of the preimage of the dierent points of SpecP (and thus
of the faes of P ) whih are above the minimal point of SpecM .
Let Q be a (p′)-kummer monoid over P . Aording to [19, prop I.1.3.2℄,
SpecQ → SpecP is bijetive (to a fae F of P orresponds the saturation
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FQ of F in Q).
Let thus F be a fae of P and p be the prime ideal orresponding to P\p (and
FQ and pQ be their saturation in Q).
Then the preimage of the losure of a point orresponding to F in SpecP by
the map Spec k[P ] → SpecP orresponds to the subsheme Spec k[P ]/k[p] of
Spec k[P ] aording to [19, I.3.2℄ (and this is the losure of the stratum StrF of
Spec k[P ] orresponding to F ). But
Spec(k[Q]/k[pQ])→ Spec(k[Q]/(k[p]k[Q])) = Spec k[Q]×k[P ] Spec(k[P ]/k[p])
is just the redued losed embedding (beause k[pQ]/(k[p]k[Q]) is a nilpotent
ideal of k[Q]/(k[p]k[Q])). Thus the preimage of the losure of the stratum
orresponding to F is the support of the losed subsheme Spec(k[Q]/k[pQ]).
Moreover, there are, aording to [19, I.3.2℄, anonial isomorphisms of shemes
k[P ]/k[p]→ k[F ] and k[Q]/k[pQ]→ k[FQ] (but the log struture on k[F ] is not
the one indued by F ) and the following ommutative diagram of shemes:
k[P ]/k[p] ≃ k[F ]
↓ ↓
k[Q]/k[pQ] ≃ k[FQ]
where k[F ]→ k[FQ] is indued by the embedding of monoids F → FQ.
The preimage of F by Spec k[P ]→ SpecP (i.e. the stratum StrF of Spec(k[P ]))
orresponds then to the open subset Spec k[F gp] of Spec k[F ] ≃ Spec k[P ]/k[p].
The following oartesian square
k[F ] → k[F gp]
↓ ↓
k[FQ] → k[F
gp
Q ]
is oartesian. But Spec k[F gpQ ] → Spec k[F
gp] is étale. Thus, (StrF ×Speck[P ]
Spec k[Q])red → StrF is étale.
By pulling bak along Z → SpecP , we get that the morphism from a stratum
of ZQ to the orresponding stratum of Z is étale.
Lemma 2.3. Let Z ′ → Z be a két morphism and Z → Spec k be a stritly
plurinodal morphism of log shemes, then Z is quasinormal.
Proof. We will show that the losure of the onneted preimages of a stratum
x of Z are normal. One an do that étale loally.
Let z be a point of Z ′.
One an assume that Z ′ is onneted and Z ′ → Spec k have an fs hart exat
at z
Z ′ → SpecP
↓ ↓
Spec k → SpecM
,
suh that Z ′ → Spec k ×SpecZ[M ] SpecZ[P ] is étale.
Then the preimages of the dierent points of SpecP (i.e. primes of P ) all map
to dierent strata of Z, sine Z is stritly plurinodal.
Thus, the preimage of x is either empty or the preimage of p for some prime p
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in SpecP .
Spec k → Spec k[M ] is the losed embedding orresponding to the fae
M∗ of M (and to the prime ideal M\M∗). Thus it an be desribed as
Spec k[M ]/k[M\M∗] → Spec k[M ]. We thus have the following ommutative
diagram:
Spec k[P ]/k[P (M\M∗)] → Spec k[P ]
↓ ↓
Spec k[M ]/k[M\M∗] → Spec k[M ]
The strata of Spec k[P ]/k[P (M\M∗)] orrespond bijetively to the prime ideals
p of P whih ontains P (M\M∗) and the losed subsheme whih is the losure
of Spec k[P ]/k[p] ≃ Spec k[F ] (where F is the fae P\p). Spec k[F ] is onneted,
and aording to [19, prop I.3.3.1 (2)℄, sine F is a saturated monoid (beause P
is a saturated monoid and F is a fae of P ), Spec k[F ] is normal (thus irreduible,
there is a single stratum above F ∈ SpecP ). The losures of the strata of
Spec k ×k[M ] Spec k[P ] are thus normal too.
One an then follow the proof of [5, lem 2.10℄ in the ase of Z két over a
stritly plurinodal log sheme:
Lemma 2.4. Let Z ′ → Z an étale morphism with Z két over Z0 and let Z0 → k
be a strily plurinodal sheme. Let z′ be a stratum of Z ′ of image z. Then the
map Strz′(Z
′)→ Strz(Z) is an isomorphism of posets.
One an rene 2.4 by showing the result for Z ′ → Z két:
Lemma 2.5. Let Z → Z ′ be a két morphism with Z ′ két over Z ′′ and let
Z ′′ → k be a stritly plurinodal sheme. Let z be a stratum of Z of image z′.
Then the map Strz(Z)→ Strz′(Z
′) is an isomorphism of posets.
Proof. It sues to prove it when Z ′ = Z ′′, sine if one knows the result for
Z ′ → Z ′′ and Z → Z ′′, this implies the result for Z → Z ′.
Indeed, if Z ′0 = Spec k ×k[M ] Spec k[P ] and Z0 = Spec k ×k[M ] Spec k[Q]
where P → Q is két, then the poset of strata of Z ′0 (resp.Z0) is isomorphi to
the poset of faes of P (resp. Q) whih maps to the fae M∗ of M . But we
already know that the usual map between the strata of Q and the strata of
P is an isomorphism, hene the isomorphism StrZ ′0 → StrZ0, and a fortiori
Strz0(Z0)→ Strz′0(Z
′
0).
In the general ase, loally in a Zariski neighborhood of z and of z′, one has the
following ommutative diagram:
Z ← U → Z0
↓ ↓ ↓
Z ′ = Z ′ → Z ′0
where the horizontal arrows are étale: they satisfy lemma 2.4. By the partiular
ase studied before, one gets the result.
Let us onsider now a stritly polystable log bration X : X → Xl−1 →
· · · → s where s is an fs log point.
If f : Z → X is két, one has a funtor DZ = (Λ/C(X))
op → Str(Xs) →
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Set whih assoiates to a stratum of X the set of onneted omponents of
the preimage of the stratum (thanks to lemma 2.5). One may thus build a
polysimpliial set CX(Z) = C(X)DZ (we will often write C(Z) instead of
CX(Z)). This polysimpliial set is still interiorly free. Obviously, O(C(Z)) is
funtorially isomorphi to Str(Z).
Remark. Let C → C′ be a morphism of polysimpliial sets. Let α : S → O(C)
(resp. α′ : S′ → O(C′)) be a morphism of posets suh that S≤x
≃
→ O(C≤αx)
(resp. S′≤x
≃
→ O(C′)≤α′(x) for any x). One has funtors F : Λ/C→ O(C)→ Set
(resp. F ′ : Λ/C′ → O(C′)→ Set), whih denes a polysimpliial setD = F C
(resp. D′ = F ′C′).
Then any morphism of posets f : S → S′ suh that
S → S′
↓ ↓
O(C) → O(C′)
indues a unique morphism of polysimpliial sets f : D → D′ over C→ C′ suh
that O(f) = f .
Thanks to this, to onstrut morphisms between the polysimpliial sets of kum-
mer log shemes over stritly plurinodal log shemes, we will often be redued
to onstrut a morphism between the posets of strata.
If X ′ → X is a két morphism of polystable log brations, then CX(X
′
l) is
anonially isomorphi to C(X ′).
If one has a ommutative diagram
Z → Z ′
↓ ↓
X → X ′
where X → X is a két morphism of polystable log bration, there is an indued
morphism CX(Z) → CX′(Z
′). Sine it maps non degenerate polysimplies to
non degenerate polysimplies, if Str(Z)→ Str(Z ′) is an isomorphism of posets,
CX(Z)→ CX′(Z
′) is an isomorphism.
Let Z ′ → Z be a két overing, let Z ′′ = Z ′ ×Z Z
′
and let x be a stratum of Xs,
then DZ(x) = Coker(DZ′′ (x)⇒ DZ′(x)). We dedue from it that
C(Z ′′) = Coker(C(Z ′)⇒ C(Z)).
One may also dene CX(Z) forX a general polystable bration. LetX
′ → X
be an étale overing, let X ′′ = X ′ ×X X
′
and let Z ′ and Z ′′ the pullbaks of Z
to X ′ and X ′′. then one denes CX(Z) = Coker(CX′′(Z
′′)⇒ CX′(Z
′)) (it does
not depend of the hoie of X ′).
If Z ′ → Z is a surjetive két morphism over X and Z ′′ = Z ′×Z Z
′
, Str(Z) =
Coker(Str(Z ′′)⇒ Str(Z ′)).
One thus gets (ke´t(X) denotes the ategory of két log shemes over X):
Proposition 2.6. Let X be a polystable log bration, one has a funtor CX :
ke´t(X)→ (Λ)◦ Set suh that:
• if Z ′ → Z is a két overing of ke´t(Xs),
C(Z) = Coker(C(Z ′ ×Z Z
′)⇒ C(Z ′)).
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• O(C(Z)) is funtorially isomorphi to Str(Z).
Remark. If one has a két morphism Y → X of polystable brations of length
l, the polysimpliial omplex C(Yl) we have just dene by onsidering Yl as két
overXl is anonially isomorphi to the polysimpliial omplex of the polystable
bration C(Y ) dened by Berkovih.
If Z is quasiompat, then there is a onneted két overing s′ → s suh that
all the strata of Zs˜′ are geometrially irreduible and Zs′ → s
′
is saturated. In
partiular, for any Kummer morphism of fs log points s′′ → s˜′, C(Zs′′ )→ C(Zs˜′)
is an isomorphism.
The polysimpliial omplex C(Zs˜′) for suh an s is denoted by Cgeom(Z/s).
2.3 Tempered fundamental group of a polystable log -
bration
Here we dene the tempered fundamental group of a log bration X over an fs
log point. If T is a két overing of X , the topologial overings of |C(T )| will
play the role of the topoologial overings of T .
Let us start by a ategorial denition of tempered fundamental groups that
we will use later in our log geometri situation.
Consider a bered ategory D → C suh that:
• C is a Galois ategory,
• for every onneted objet U of C, DU is a ategory equivalent to ΠU -Set
for some disrete group ΠU ,
• if U and V are two objets of C, the funtor DU
‘
V → DU × DV is an
equivalene,
• if f : U → V is a morphism in C, f∗ : DV → DU is exat.
Then, one an dene a bered ategory D′ → C suh that the ber in U is the
ategory of desent data of D → C with respet to the morphism U → e (where
e is the nal element of C).
Assume one has a splitting of D/C.
Let U is a onneted Galois objet of C and let G be the Galois group of U/e.
Then D′U an be desribed in the following way:
• its objets are ouples (SU , (ψg)g∈G), where SU is an objet of DU and
ψg : SU → g
∗SU is an isomorphism in DU suh that for any g, g
′ ∈ G,
(g∗ψ′g) ◦ ψg = ψg′g (after identifying (g
′g)∗ and g∗g′
∗
by the anonial
isomorphism to lighten the notations).
• a morphism (SU , (ψg)) → (S
′
U , ψ
′
g) is a morphism φ : SU → S
′
U in DU
suh that for any g ∈ G, ψ′gφ = (g
∗φ)ψg .
There is a natural funtor F0 : D
′
U → DU , whih maps (SU , (ψg)) to SU . Let
FU be a fundamental funtor DU → Set, suh that AutFU = ΠU .
Let F = FUF0, and Π
′
U = AutF .
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Proposition 2.7. the natural funtor D′U → Π
′
U -Set is an equivalene.
Proof. The proof is some kind of ategorial analog of the proof of [2, th. 1.4.5℄.
Indeed, D′U has limits and olimits, every objet is the diret sum of its on-
neted omponents and morphisms S → S′ orrespond bijetively with on-
neted omponents Γ of S × S′ suh that the indued morphism Γ → S is an
isomorphism. Thus the main point to prove is that for any onneted objet S
of D′U , F (S) is a onneted Π
′
U -set. Let D
′
U,S be the ategory of S-objets of
D′U .
Let I be the set of onneted omponents of F0(S) = SU , so that SU =
∐
i∈I Si,
where Si is a onneted objet of DU . G ats naturally on I and S is onneted
implies that I is a onneted G-set. Then the ategory D′U,S is anonially
equivalent to the ategory D thus dened:
• objets of D are ouples S = ((Si)i∈I , (ψg,i)(g,i)∈G×I suh that Si is an
objet of DU,Si and ψg,i : Si → g
∗Sgi is an isomorphism in DU,Si ;
• morphisms S → S′ are families (φi)i∈I of morphisms Si → S
′
i ompatible
with (ψg,i).
DU,Si is a ategory equivalent to Hi -Set where Hi is a subgroup of ΠU -Set
sine Si is onneted.
If x = (i, Fi) is a ouple where i ∈ I and Fi is a fundamental funtor of DU,Si ,
one denes a funtor FxD
′
U,S → Set whih maps S to Fi(Si). If x, x
′
are two
suh ouples, there exists an isomorphism between Fx and F
′
x: let g ∈ G suh
that gi = i′ and let x0 = (i
′, Fig
∗), then Fig
∗
and F ′i′ must be isomorphi (sine
two fundamental funtors of DU,Si′ are isomorphi) so that Fx′ and Fx0 are
isomorphi too; S 7→ Fi(ψg,i) is an isomorphism of funtors Fx → Fx0 .
Now, let s, s′ be two points in F (S), and let i, i′ be there images in I. Then
if S′ → Si (resp. S
′ → Si′) is an objet of DU,Si (resp. DU,Si′ ), one denes
Fs(S
′ → Si) (resp. Fs′(S
′ → Si′)) to be the preimage in F (S
′) of s (resp. of s′).
Let x = (i, Fs) and x
′ = (i′, Fs′ ), then there is an isomorphism α : Fx → Fx′
of funtors of D′U,S . But sine for any objet T of D
′
U , F (T ) = Fx(T × S) =
Fx′(T × S), one gets an automorphism β : F → F (dened by βT = αT×S→S)
whih is easily seen to send s to s′.
Thus F (S) is a onneted Π′U -set.
Proposition 2.8. There is a natural exat sequene
1→ ΠU → Π
′
U → G→ 1.
Proof. F0 indues a morphism ΠU → Π
′
U .
There is also a natural exat funtor F1 : G -Set → D
′
U whih maps a G-set Y
to the ouple (Y =
∐
y∈Y {y}, (ψg)) where Y is a onstant objet in DU and ψg
maps y to g · y.
This funtor is fully faithful and FF1 is naturally isomorphi to the anonial
funtor G -Set→ Set, so that it indues a surjetion Π′U → G.
One also has a (non exat) funtor H0 : D
′
U → G -Set whih maps (SU , (ψg))
to the set of onneted omponents of the objet SU of DU , where the ation
of g ∈ G is indued by ψg. If S = (SU , (ψg)) is a onneted objet of D
′
U
suh that F0(S) = SU has a trivial onneted omponent, S → F1H0(S) is
an isomorphism, so that S is in the essential image of F1. Thus the sequene
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ΠU → Π
′
U → G is exat at Π
′
U .
Finally, let S0,U be a onneted objet of DU . Let SU =
∐
g∈G g
∗S0,U , and
ψg : SU =
∐
h∈G
h∗S0,U =
∐
hg∈G
(hg)∗S0,U
≃
→
∐
h∈G
g∗h∗S0,U = g
∗(
∐
h∈G
h∗S0,U ) = g
∗S0,U .
One thus gets an objet S of D′U suh that a onneted omponent of F0(S) is
isomorphi to S0,U . This implies that ΠU → Π
′
U is injetive.
If (Ui, ui)i∈I is a onal projetive system of pointed Galois objets (and let
P be the orresponding objet of pro-C), one may dene Btemp(D/C, P ) to be the
ategory Lim
−→ i
D′Ui . An isomorphism of pro-objets P → P
′
indues an equiva-
lene Btemp(D/C, P ′)→ Btemp(D/C, P ), so that Btemp(D/C, P ) does not depend
up to equivalene on the hoie of (Ui)i. Moreover, if h ∈ Gi = Gal(Ui/e) the
endofuntor h∗ : D′Ui → D
′
Ui
maps S = (SUi , ψg) to h
∗S = (h∗SUi , ψhgψ
−1
h ).
Then ψh : SUi → h
∗SUi denes an isomorphism S → h
∗S funtorially in S.
Thus h∗ : D′Ui → D
′
Ui
is anonially isomorphi to the identity of D′Ui . Thus
every isomorphism of the pro-objet P indues an endofuntor of Btemp(D/C, P )
whih is anonially isomorphi to the identity (funtorially on AutP ).
Let (Fi)i∈I be a family of fundamental funtors Fi : DUi → Set and assume
one has a family (αf )f :Ui→Uj , indexed on the set of morphisms in I, of isomor-
phisms of funtors Fif
∗ → Fj suh that for any Ui
f
→ Uj
g
→ Uk, (αf ·g
∗)αg = αgf
(after identifying (gf)∗ and f∗g∗ to lighten the notations). Suh a family exists
if I is just N. Then, this indues a projetive system (Π′Ui)i∈I (unique up to
isomorphism independantly of (αf ) if I=N and the funtors D
′
Ui
→ D′Uj are
fully faithful), so that one an dene
πtemp1 (D/C, (Fi)) = lim←−
Π′Ui
Assume one has a 2-ommutative diagram with bered vertial arrows:
D1 → D2
↓ ↓
C1
f
→ C2
suh that f : C1 → C2 is exat, and D1,U → D2,f(U) is exat for every objet U
of C1.
One then gets a funtor Btemp(D1/C1)→ B
temp(D2/C2).
For example, Let X be a K-manifold, C be the ategory of nite étale ov-
ering of X and D → C be the bered ategory suh that DU is the ategory of
topologial overings of U . Then, sine nite étale overings are morphisms of
eetive desent for tempered overings, D′U an be identied funtorially with
the full subategory of Covtemp(X) of tempered overings S suh that SU is a
topologial overing of U . If (Ui, ui) is a onal system of pointed Galois over
of (X, x), then Btemp(C/D) beomes anonially equivalent with Covtemp(X).
Let us apply our ategorial denition of tempered fundamental groups to
our log geometrial ase.
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Let X : X → Xl−1 → · · · → Spec(k) be a polystable log bration, and assume
that X is onneted.
Then one has a funtor Ctop : KCov(X)→ Ke obtained by omposing the fun-
tor C of proposition 2.6 with the geometri realization funtor.
One an thus dene a bered ategory Dtop → KCov(X) suh that the ber
of a két overing of Y of X is the ategory of topologial overings of Ctop(Y )
(whih is equivalent to πtop1 (Ctop(Y )) -Set).
One denes a bered ategory DDtemp → KCov(X) suh that the ber of a két
overing f : Y → X is the ategory of desent data of Dtop → KCov(X) with
respet to Y → X (this orresponds heuristially to the tempered overings
of X that beome topologial after pullbak by Y → X).
Let x be a log geometri point of X and let (Y, y) be a log geometrially pointed
onneted Galois két overing of (X, x).
Let y˜ → |C(Y )| be the losed ell (whih is ontratible) of |C(Y )| that or-
responds to the stratum of Y ontaining y. Then one has a fundamental fun-
tor Fy : DtopY → Set that orresponds to the base point y˜ (Fy(S) is the
set of onneted omponents of S ×|C(Y )| y˜). Moreover, for any morphism
f : (Y ′, y′)→ (Y, y), the two funtors Fy′f
∗
and Fy are anonially isomorphi.
Then one an onsider the funtor F(Y,y) : DDtempY → Set whih assoiates to
a desent data T the set Fy(TY ).
The indued funtor DDtempY → Aut(F(Y,y)) -Set is an equivalene of ate-
gories.
One has an exat sequene:
1→ πtop1 (|C(Y )|, y˜)→ Aut(F(Y,y))→ Gal(Y/X)→ 1.
Then one denes
πtemp1 (X, x)
L = lim
←−
(Y,y)
Aut(F(Y,y)),
where the projetive limit is taken over the direted ategory L-GalKCov(X, x)
of pointed onneted Galois L-nite két overings of (X, x).
If x1 → x2 is a speialization of log geometri points of X , it indues a
natural equivalene between the ategory of pointed overings of (X, x1) and the
ategory of pointed overings of (X, x2) (we thus identify the two ategories).
If Y is a pointed overing (Y, y1) of (X, x1), the orresponding pointed overing
of (X, x2) is (Y, y2) where y2 is the unique log geometri point above x2 suh
that there is a speialization y1 → y2 (and this speialization is unique). Then
there is a anonial map y˜2 → y˜1 suh that
y˜2 //
""F
FF
FF
FF
FF
y˜1

|C(Y )|
ommutes.
This indues a anonial isomorphism Fy1 ≃ Fy2 , funtorial in Y , so that one
gets a anonial isomorphism πtemp1 (X, x1)
L → πtemp1 (X, x2)
L
. If X is onneted
and x1, x2 are two log geometri points of X , there exists a sequene of spe-
ializations and ospeializations joining x1 to x2, so that π
temp
1 (X, x1)
L
and
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πtemp1 (X, x1)
L
are isomorphi.
One has an equivalene of ategories between
Btemp,L(X,x) = Lim
−→
DDtempY /L-GalKCov(X, x)
and the ategory πtemp1 (X, x)
L
-Set of sets with an ation of πtemp1 (X, x)
L
that
goes through a disrete quotient of πtemp1 (X, x)
L
.
Assume now thatX is log geometrially onneted, i.e. thatXk′ is onneted
for any két extension k′ of k.
Let k¯ be a log geometri point on k, let x¯ = (x¯k′ ) be a ompatible system of
log geometri points of Xk′ where k
′
runs through két extensions of (k, k¯) (for
example, to onstrut suh a system, one an take a geometri point of Xk˜
where k˜ is a strit separable losure of k; then πlog1 (k˜) is nitely generated, and
one an thus take a ountable system of pointed overings k˜i of k˜, and take
geometri points on Xk˜i by indution on i).
Then, one denes πtemp-geom1 (X, x¯)
L = lim
←−k′
πtemp1 (Xk′ , x¯k′ )
L
, where k′ runs
through két extensions of k in a log geometri point k¯.
Let KCovgeom(X) = Lim
−→
KCov(Xk′ ) where k
′
runs through két extensions of k
in k¯. It is the ategory of log geometri overings of X .
One thus get a bered ategory Dtop-geom → KCovgeom(X), whose ber in Y is
the ategory of topologial overings of |Cgeom(Y )|.
If Y → X is a log geometri overing, dened over k′, Cgeom(Yk′ ) does not
depend of k′, so that one gets a funtor KCovgeom(X)→ Ke whih maps Y to
|Cgeom(Y )|. If x¯ is a ompatible system of points, for any pointed log geometri
overing (Y, y¯) of (X, x¯), y¯ denes a fundamental funtor Fy¯ of Dtop-geomY whih
are anonially isomorphi for any morphism (Y ′, y¯′)→ (Y, y¯).
Then πtemp-geom1 (X, x¯)
L = πtemp1 (Dtop-geom /KCovgeom(X), (Fy¯))
L
.
3 Comparison result for the pro-(p′) tempered
fundamental group
If X : X → · · · → Spec(OK) is a proper polystable log bration, we want
to ompare the tempered fundamental group of the generi ber Xη with the
tempered fundamental group of the speial ber endowed with its natural log
struture. The speialization theory of the log fundamental group already gives
us a funtor from két overings of the speial ber and algebrai overings of
the generi ber. To extend this to tempered fundamental groups, one has to
ompare, for any két overing Ts of the speial ber, the topologial spae C(Ts)
with the Berkovih spae of the orresponding overing Tη of the generi ber.
Thus we will dene, as in [5℄, a strong deformation retration of T anη to a subset
anonially homeomorphi to |C(Ts)|. We will onstrut this retration étale
loally, where T has a Galois overing V ′ by some polystable log bration over
a nite tamely ramied extension of OK . Then the retration of the tube of Ts
is obtained by desending the retration of the tube of V ′s , dened in [5℄. We
will then verify that the retration does not depend on the hoie of V ′ so that
we an desend the retration we dened étale loally.
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3.1 Skeleton of a két log sheme over a pluristable log
sheme
Let X : X → · · · → Spec(OK) be a polystable log bration over Spec(OK).
Proposition 3.1. For every két morphism T → X, let Tη be the generi ber,
in the sense of Berkovih, of the formal ompletion of T along its speial ber.
Then, there is a funtorial map |C(T )s)| → Tη, whih identies, |C(Ts)| with
a subset S(T ) of Tη on whih Tη retrats by strong deformation.
Remark. Tη is naturally an analyti subdomain of T
an
η . Moreover if T is proper
over OK (for example if X is proper, and T is a két overing), then Tη → T
an
η
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let f : T → X be a két morphism.
For every x ∈ Ts, let U : Ul → · · · → U0 be a polystable bration étale over
X suh that (Ul, xl) is an étale neighborhood of f(x), suh that, for every i, Ui
has an exat hart Pi → Ai and ompatible morphisms Pi → Pi+1 suh that
the indued morphism Ui+1 → Ui ×SpecZ[Pi] SpecZ[Pi+1] is strit étale.
One has an étale neighborhood i : (V, x′) → (T, x) of x, a (p′)-Kummer mor-
phism Pl → Q suh that V → X fators through a strit étale morphism
V → Ul ×SpecZ[Pl] SpecZ[Q].
Let Pi →
1
nPi be the anonial injetion. Then, by denition of a (p
′)-
Kummer morphism, there exists n prime to p suh that Pl →
1
nPl fators
through Pl → Q. Thus V has a két Galois overing that omes from a polystable
bration U ′ = V ′ → U ′l−1 → · · · → SpecOK′ , where U
′
i = Ui ×SpecZ[Pi]
SpecZ[ 1nP] for i ≤ l and V
′ = V ×Z[Q] Z[
1
nP ] (so that there is a strit
étale morphism V ′ → U ′l ) over OK′ for some nite tamely ramied extension
K ′ = K[π1/n] of K . Let us all G = ( 1nP
gp/Qgp)∨ the Galois group of this két
overing.
Let us denote by U,Ui,V,V
′
the formal ompletions of U,Ui, V, V
′
along
the speial ber. Vη will then denote the generi ber of V in the sense of
Berkovih.
The retration of V′η dened in theorem 1.9 is G-equivariant, so that it denes
a retration of Vη.
Let S( ) denote the image of the retration of ( )η. Then S(Vη) = G\S(V
′
η) =
G\|C(V ′s )| = |G\C(V
′
s )| = |C(Vs)| (orollary 1.10).
Let us show that the previously dened retration of Uη does not depend on
n. Let us start by the ase of a polystable morphism.
Let
ψ : Z1 = SpecA[P ]/(pi − λi)→ Z2 = SpecA[P ]/(pi − λ
s
i )
where P = N|r| = ⊕(i,j)∈rNeij and pi =
∑
j eij indued by the multipliation
by s on P , where s is an integer prime to p and where λ ∈ A.
Let G be the group G
(r)
m as dened in [5, démo du th. 5.2 étape 2℄, it ats on
Z1 and Z2. One has ψ(g · x) = g
s · ψ(x).
Let Tij be the oordinates of G. Then |T
s
ij − 1| = |Tij − 1| if |Tij − 1| < 1. Thus,
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for t < 1, ( )s : G→ G indues an isomorphism ( )s : Gt → Gt, and g
s
t = gt.
Thus, if t < 1 (and also for t = 1 by ontinuity),
ψ(xt) = ψ(gt ∗ x) = g
s
t ∗ ψ(x) = gt ∗ ψ(x) = ψ(x)t.
For a standard polystable bration, the same result easily follows by indution
using that ψn(ri, t)
1/s = ψn(r
1/s
i , t
1/s) (we kept the notations from the sketh
of the proof of theorem 1.9).
More preisely, suppose we have the diagram:
B = B′[Yij ]/(Yi0 · · ·Yini − bi) B′oo
A = A′[Xij ]/(Xi0 · · ·Xini − ai)
φ
OO
A′
φ′
OO
oo
where φ(Xij) = Y
s
ij anf thus φ
′(ai) = b
s
i , and φ˜
′ := Spf φ′ : Spf B′ → Spf A′ is
a két morphism of polystable log brations and assume by indution that we
already know that φ˜(xt) = φ˜(x)t.
Let X (resp. X′, Y, Y′) denote Spf A (resp. Spf A′, Spf B, Spf B′).
The rst part of the retration of Xanη and Y
an
η (onsisting of the retration ber
by ber) ommutes with φ˜ := Spf φ aording to the previous ase. We thus
just have to study the seond part of the retration.
φ˜ indues a map:
SA = {(x, rij) ∈ (X
′)anη × [0, 1]
[n]|ri0 · · · rini = |ai(x)|} ⊂ X
an
η
↓
SB = {(y, rij) ∈ (Y
′)anη × [0, 1]
[n]|ri0 · · · rini = |bi(y)|} ⊂ Y
an
η
whih maps (x, rij) to (φ˜
′(x), r
1/s
ij ) (remark that |ai(x)| = |bi(φ˜
′(x))|s).
Then, if (x, rij) ∈ SA (we will write y := φ˜
′(x); by indution assumption,
φ˜′(xt) = yt)
φ˜((x, rij)t) = φ˜((xt, ψni(rij , |ai(xt)|)k))
= (yt, ψni(rij , |ai(xt)|)
1/s
k )
= (yt, ψni(r
1/s
ij , |ai(xt)|
1/s)k)
= (yt, ψni(r
1/s
ij , |bi(yt)|)k)
= (y, r
1/s
ij )t
= φ˜(x, rij)t
Thus we get that the retration of Uη does not depend on n.
Let i :W → T be another neighborhood of x satisfying the same properties
as V , andW ′ dened in the same way (one may assume by the previous remark
that we hose the same n). Thus, W ′′ = V ′ ×T W
′
is étale over V ′ and W ′ (by
the anonial projetion denoted by p and p′).
Let thus y ∈ V′η and y
′ ∈ W′η with same image in Tη. Let y
′′ ∈ W′′η be above
y and y′. Then, for every t ∈ [0, 1], i(yt) = i(p(φ(y
′′))t) = i(p(φ(y
′′)t)) by
denition of the retration of Vη. By using theorem 1.9.(ii) again to φ, one
gets i(yt) = ipφ(y
′′
t ). By the same argument for U
′
and sine ipφ = i′p′φ′, one
gets i(yt) = i
′(y′t). Thus, the retrations of the dierent Vη are ompatible and
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one gets a well dened retration of Tη (if (Vi) is an étale overing family of T ,
the map obtained by glueing the deformation of the dierent Vi,η is ontinuous
sine
∐
Vi,η → Tη is quasi-étale and surjetive and thus a topologial fator
map).
Moreover, if φ : T1 → T2 is a két morphism, φ(xt) = φ(x)t. As in theo-
rem 1.9.(vi), it is also ompatible with isometri extensions of K.
If T is overed by V˜ =
⋃
i Vi suh that every Vi satises the same property
as V , one gets an isomorphism
S(Tη) = Coker(S(V˜×T V˜η)⇒ V˜)) = Coker(
⋃
i,j
|C(Vi,s×TsVj,s|⇒
⋃
i
|C(Vi,s)|) = |C(Ts)|
This isomorphism is funtorial in T .
3.2 Comparison theorem
Let K be a disrete valuation eld. Let p be the residual harateristi (whih
an be 0).
Let X : X → · · · → Spec(OK) a polystable log bration over Spec(OK).
Let us now ompare the tempered fundamental group of the generi ber, as a
K-manifold, and the tempered fundamental group of its speial ber as dened
in 2.3.
Theorem 3.2. Let x¯ be a geometri point of Xanη , and let x˜ be its log redution.
One has a morphism πtemp1 (X
an
η , x¯)
L → πtemp1 (Xs, x˜)
L
whih is an isomorphism
if p /∈ L.
These morphisms are ompatible with nite extensions of K.
Proof. One has two funtors L-KCov(X)→ L-Covalg(Xη), whih is an equiv-
alene of ategories if p /∈ L, and L-KCov(X) → L-KCov(Xs) whih is an
equivalene of ategories (theorem 1.3). This gives us an equivalene of at-
egories between L-KCov(Xs) and L-Cov
alg(Xη), whih enables us to identify
the two ategories.
One has a bered ategory Dantop(X) over L-KCov(X) whose ber at a L-
nite két overing T is the ategory of topologial overings of T anη . One has
also another bered ategory Dsptop(X) over L-KCov(X) obtained by pulling
bak the bered ategory Dtop(Xs) → L-KCov(Xs) dened in part 2.3 along
L-KCov(X)→ L-KCov(Xs).
Proposition 3.1 indues an equivalene of bered ategories Dantop(X) →
Dsptop(X).
But L-KCov(X)→ L-Covalg(Xη) indues a morphism
πtemp1 (X
an
η )
L → πtemp1 (D
an
top(X)/L-KCov(X))
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whih is an isomorphism if p /∈ L.
Similarly, L-KCov(X)→ L-KCov(Xs) indues an isomorphism
πtemp1 (Xs)
L → πtemp1 (D
sp
top(X)/L-KCov(X))
sine L-KCov(X)→ L-KCov(Xs) is an equivalene of ategories.
3.3 Geometri omparison theorem
We will assume in this setion that p /∈ L.
Theorem 3.3. There is a natural isomorphism
πtemp-geom1 (Xs)
L ≃ πtemp1 (Xη¯)
L.
Proof. One knows, aording to [1, prop 5.1.1℄, that
πtemp1 (Xη¯) ≃ lim←−
Ki
πtemp1 (XKi),
where Ki runs through the nite extensions of K in K.
This indues an analog result for the L-version.
However, we would like to know, in the ase where p /∈ L, if one an only take
the projetive limit over tamely ramied extensions of K (i.e. to két extensions
of Ok). Then the isomorphism we want would simply be obtained from theo-
rem 3.2 by taking the porjetive limit over két extensions of Ok.
We have to show that if T ′ is a L-nite két geometri overing of X (whih
is dened over a nite tamely ramied extension of K aording to [15, prop.
1.15℄: one an thus assume that T ′ is dened over K), the universal topologial
overing T˜ ′η of T
′
η is dened over some tamely ramied extension of K.
By hanging SpecOK by some két overing (whih amounts to hanging K
by some tamely ramied extension) one may assume that T ′ → SpecOK is
saturated.
One already knows that T˜ ′η is dened over some nite extensionK2 ofK ([1, lem
5.1.3℄). Let K1 be the maximal unramied extension of K in K2. As T
′ → OK
is saturated, the underlying sheme of T ′OK2
is obtained by the base hange of
shemes SpecOK2 → SpecOK1 of the underlying sheme of T
′
OK1
. By looking at
the speial ber, as K1 = K2 (as shemes), the morphism T
′
K2
→ T ′K1 indues
an isomorphism between the underlying shemes, thus a bijetion between their
strata, and thus an isomorphism |C(T ′K2)| → |C(T
′
K1
)| and S(T ′K2)→ S(T
′
K1
).
Thus T˜ ′η is dened over K1.
This isomorphism is Gal(K¯,K)-equivariant (sine the isomorphism for eah
Galois extension Ki of K is Gal(Ki/K)-equivariant).
Remark. We ould also have onstruted our isomorphism by taking the proje-
tive limit over all the separable extensions of K by remarking that if K1 → K2
is totally wildly ramied, then the morphism of log points s2 → s1 is kuh and
thus πtemp1 (Xs2)→ π
temp
1 (Xs1) is an isomorphism.
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4 Cospeialization of pro-(p′) tempered fundamen-
tal group
Let X → Y be a proper polystable log bration, suh that Y is log smooth and
proper over OK (the properness of Y → OK is only assumed so that every point
of Yη has a redution in Ys, but the ospeialization morphisms we will onstrut
only depend of Y loally). In this setion we will onstrut the ospeialization
morphisms for the (p′)-tempered fundamental group of the geometri bers of
Xη → Yη. Thanks to theorem 3.3 we will be redued to onstrut ospeializa-
tion morphisms for the (p′)-tempered fundamental group of the log geometri
bers of Xs → Ys. Let thus s¯2 → s¯1 be a speialization of log geometri points
of Y , where s¯1 and s¯2 are the redutions of geometri points η¯1, η¯2of Yη.
We already have an equivalene of geometri két overings of Xη1 and Xη2 .
Now we must ompare, for any suh két overing Zs1 orresponding to Zs2
(whih extends to ZU ), their polysimpliial sets as dened in proposition 2.6.
We will assume that s2 is the generi point of its stratum (if s1 and s2 are
in the same stratum and Cgeom(Xs2) is interiorly free, it will turn out that
Cgeom(Xs1)→ Cgeom(Xs2) is an isomorphism, so that we an replae s2 by the
generi point of its stratum). We will onstrut the ospeialization morphism of
polysimpliial set étale loally, so that we an assumeX to be stritly polystable
(the properness will not be used for this). This ospeialization morphism of
polysimpliial set will be onstruted by assoiating, after some két loalization
of the base so that ZU beomes saturated, to a stratum z of Zs1 the minimal
stratum z′ of Zs2 suh that z is in the losure of z
′
(as in lemma 1.7). Then
the losure of z′ in the strit loalization of the generi point of z is separable
onto its image, so that z′ is geometrially onneted, thus dening a geometri
stratum of Xs2 .
We will end this artile by glueing our speialization isomorphism of (p′)-log
tempered fundamental group with our ospeialization morphisms of polysim-
pliial sets in a ospeialization morphism of tempered fundamental groups.
4.1 Cospeialization of polysimpliial sets
In this setion, we onstrut a ospeialization map of polysimpliial set for a
omposition of a két morphism and of a log polystable bration.
One an give an analog of [5, prop 2.9℄:
Proposition 4.1. Let Z ′ → Z be a stritly plurinodal morphism of fs log
shemes, and Z ′′ → Z ′ be a két morphism of log shemes. Let z1 and z2
two strata of Z (endowed with the inverse image log struture Z), suh that
z2 ≤ z1 ( i.e. z1 ∈ {z2}). Then one has a ospeialization morphism Str(Z
′
z1)→
Str(Z ′z2) whih maps a stratum x1 of Str(Z
′
z1) to the unique maximal element
of {x2 ∈ Str(Z
′
z2)|x1 ∈ x¯2}.
The ospeialization morphism maps minimal points to minimal points.
If z3 ≤ z2 ≤ z1, the obvious diagram of ospeialization morphism is ommuta-
tive.
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Proof. As for [5, prop 2.9℄, if the result is true for two morphisms φ : Z ′′ → Z ′
and ψ : Z ′ → Z then it is also true for φ◦ψ beause Str(Z ′′z ) =
∐
z′∈Str(Z′z)
Str(Z ′′z′).
But it is true if ψ is stritly plurinodal ([5, prop 2.9℄), and it is also true for φ
két aording to (2.5).
Denition 4.1. One says that a ouple of points (z2 ≤ z1) of a Zariski fs log
sheme Z is a good ouple if there is some neighborhood U of z1 and an fs hart
U → SpecZ[P ] suh that if p is the image of z2 in SpecP by U → SpecP , and
if F = P\p, the redued sheme {z2} endowed with the log struture assoiated
to F (this log sheme will be denoted by {z2}F ) by the morphism
{z2} → Spec k[P ]/k[p] ≃ Spec k[F ]
is log regular.
One says that a ouple of geometri points (resp. log geometri points) (z¯2 → z¯1)
of an fs log sheme Z if there is some étale (resp. két) neighborhood U of z¯1
suh that U has a global hart (and thus is Zariski) and the ouple (z2 ≤ z1) of
underlying points of U is a good ouple.
A ouple of points (z2 ≤ z1) is a good ouple if z2 is the generi point of a
stratum of a log regular Zariski fs log sheme ([14, prop. 7.2℄).
Lemma 4.2. Let Z ′ → Z be a Zariski log smooth morphism of fs log shemes,
let (z2, z1) be a good ouple of points of Z. Let z
′
2 (respetively z
′
1) be the generi
point of a stratum of Z ′z2 (respetively Z
′
z1), suh that z
′
2 ≤ z
′
1. Then (z
′
2, z
′
1) is
a good ouple of points of Z ′.
Proof. Sine the statement is loal on Z and sine log regularity is stable under
étale base hange, one an assume that one has an fs hart (φ : P → Q) of
Z → Z ′ suh that the square
Z ′ → SpecZ[Q]
↓  ↓
Z → SpecZ[P ]
is artesian.
Let p (respetively q) the ideal of P (respetively Q) whih is the image of z1
(respetively z2) and let F = P\p (respetively F
′ = Q\q) be the assoiated
fae. We want to show that {z′1} endowed with the log struture assoiated to
F ′ is log regular.
One has F = φ−1(F ′). Kerφgp|F ⊂ Kerφ
gp
and Cokerφgp|F ⊂ Cokerφ
gp
, thus
φ|F : F → F
′
is also a log smooth morphism of monoids.
Moreover the following diagram of shemes is ommutative:
SpecZ[F ′] ≃ SpecZ[Q]/Z[q] → SpecZ[Q]
↓ ↓ ↓
SpecZ[F ] ≃ SpecZ[P ]/Z[p] → SpecZ[P ]
Thus
{z′1} → SpecZ[F
′]
↓ ↓
{z1} → SpecZ[F ]
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is ommutative. Let Z ′′ = {z1} ×SpecZ[F ] SpecZ[F
′] and endow it with the log
struture assoiated to F ′. Sine Z ′′ → {z1}F is log smooth and {z1}F is log
regular, aording to [14, th. 8.2℄, Z ′′ is log regular.
One has a morphism of shemes {z′1} → Z
′′
whih is the losed embedding of
an irreduible omponent (beause Z ′′ is the preimage of {q} in Z ′
{z1}
and z′1 is
a generi point of the preimage of {q} in Z ′z1 by denition of a stratum), whih
indues a strit morphism of log shemes {z′1}F ′ → Z
′′
. Thus, sine Z ′′ is log
regular (and thus normal), {z′1}F ′ is a onneted omponent of Z
′′
and thus is
log regular too.
Lemma 4.3. Let φ : Z ′ → Z be a stritly plurinodal morphism of fs log shemes.
Let (z2, z1) be a good ouple of points of Z.
Then one has a ospeialization morphism Str(Z ′z1) → Str(Z
′
z2) whih maps a
stratum x1 of Str(Z
′
z1) to the unique maximal element of {x2 ∈ Str(Z
′
z2)|x1 ∈
x¯2}.
The ospeialization morphism maps minimal points to minimal points.
If z3 ≤ z2 ≤ z1, the obvious diagram of ospeialization morphisms is ommu-
tative.
Proof. It learly is true if φ is a standard morphism SpecB → SpecA with
f : P → A a hart of SpecA and B = A[u, v]/(uv − f(a)) where a ∈ M (one
an for example use [5, lem 2.3℄).
By lemma (4.2), one sees, as in the proof of [5, prop. 2.9℄, that if the proposition
is true for φ and φ′, it is true for φ◦φ′. Moreover the result is loal for the Zariski
topology of Z ′, thus there is only to show the result for φ étale, but this omes
from (2.4) and the fat that {z2} is normal in a neighborhood of z1 and thus the
losures in Z ′ ×Z {z2} of two dierent points of Zz2 (whih are two irreduible
omponents of Z ′ ×Z {z2}, whih is normal) have empty intersetion.
Remark. If one has a két morphism Z ′′ → Z ′ suh that Z ′′ → Z is also stritly
plurinodal, then, as for [5, or. 2.11℄, the following diagram
Str(Z ′′z1) → Str(Z
′′
z2)
↓ ↓
Str(Z ′z1) → Str(Z
′
z2)
is ommutative.
If Z ′ → Z is a stritly polystable morphism, it indues (as in [5, lem. 6.1℄)
a morphism of polysimpliial omplexes
C(Z ′z1)→ C(Z
′
z2).
If now Z ′ → · · · → Z is a stritly polystable bration, using lemma 4.2, one on-
struts by indution on the length of the bration a morphism of polysimpliial
omplexes:
C(Z ′z1)→ C(Z
′
z2).
Remark. The morphism Z ′ → Z is saturated, so that if s1 is a log geometri
point of Z over z¯1, the morphism Cgeom(Z
′
z¯1/s1) → C(Z
′
z¯1) is an isomorphism
(and the same thing is also true for z2).
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Let (z¯2 → z¯1) be a good ouple of log geometri points of Z.
By replaing Z by the stritly loal sheme Z1 at z¯1 (and let us hose a good
hart modeled by P of Z1 at z¯1), one gets a morphism ψ : Str(Z
′
z¯1)→ Str(Z
′
z′
2
),
where z′2 is the image of z¯2 in the strit loalization of Z at z¯1.
Let x1 be the generi point of a stratum x˜1 of Z
′
z¯1 , and let Z
′
1 be the loal
sheme of Z ′Z1 at x1 and let Z
′′
1 be the losure of ψ(x1) in Z
′
1 (x1 is still in Z
′′
1 ).
However, étale loally in a neighborhood of x1, Z
′ → Z is isomorphi to the
pullbak to Z of SpecZ[Q]→ SpecZ[P ] where P → Q is a saturated morphism.
Therefore the morphism from the losure of a stratum {x2} of Z
′
z′
2
to its image
Z0 is étale loally isomorphi to the pullbak to Z0 of SpecZ[F
′] → SpecZ[F ]
where F ′ is the fae of Q orresponding to x2 and F is the preimage fae of
F ′ in P . Then F → F ′ is also a saturated morphism of monoids thanks to
lemma 1.4. Then SpecZ[F ′]→ SpecZ[F ] is a separable morphism of shemes.
Aording to [10, or. 18.9.8℄, the bers of Z ′′1 → Z0 are geometrially on-
neted. In partiular the stratum x2, image of x1 by ψ : Str(Z
′
z¯1)→ Str(Z
′
z′
2
) is
geometrially onneted, thus denes a stratum of Str(Z ′z¯2).
Thus one gets a anonial morphism Str(Z ′z¯1) → Str(Z
′
z¯2) whih makes the
diagram:
Str(Z ′z¯2)

Str(Z ′z¯1)
99ssssssssss
// Str(Z ′z′
2
)
One thus gets a ospeialization morphism
Cgeom(Z
′
z1/z1)→ Cgeom(Z
′
z2/z2).
If Z ′ → · · · → Z is now a polystable bration of log shemes, after hanging
Z by an étale neighborhood, there is Z ′′ → Z ′ an étale morphism of polystable
brations over Z suh that Z ′′ → · · · → Z is a stritly polystable bration
of log shemes. Then, by taking the okernel of the horizontal arrows of the
ommutative square:
C(Z ′′′z¯1) ⇒ C(Z
′′
z¯1)
↓ ↓
C(Z ′′′z¯2) ⇒ C(Z
′′
z¯2)
one gets a ospeialization map C(Z ′z¯1) → C(Z
′
z¯2) (whih is funtorial with re-
spet to étale morphisms).
This ospeialization map ommutes with két morphism of polystable log bra-
tions.
If Z ′′ → Z ′ is a két morphism, and Z ′ → Z is a polystable log bration and
let (z¯2 → z¯1) be a good ouple of log geometri points.
Proposition 4.4. There is a anonial ospeialization morphism
Cgeom(Z
′′
z1/z1)→ Cgeom(Z
′′
z2/z2)
whih is funtorial in Z ′′.
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Proof. Let us assume that Z ′ → Z is stritly polystable.
After replaing Z by some két neighborhood of z¯1 and thus hanging z1 and z2 by
the redued subsheme of a onneted Galois két overing in z¯1 and z¯2, one may
assume that Z has a global hart modeled on a monoidM , that there is an étale
overing nite family (U ′i) of Z
′
, where U ′i is étale over Z ×SpecZ[M ] SpecZ[Pi],
Z ′′ has an étale overing family (U ′′i ) where U
′′
i is étale over U
′
i ×SpecZ[Pi]
SpecZ[Qi] and where M → Qi is saturated, so that there is a (p
′)-Kummer
morphism of monoid Qi → P
′
i suh that U
′′′
i = U
′′
i ×SpecZ[Qi] SpecZ[P
′
i ] still
ts into a polystable bration U ′′′i : U
′′′
i → · · · → Z and U
′′′
i → U
′
i is a két mor-
phism of log polystable brations (in partiular U ′′′i → U
′′
i is a Galois overing
of group G = ((P ′i )
gp/Qgpi )
∨
, and Z ′′ → Z is saturated).
Then C(U ′′′i,z1) → C(U
′′′
i,z2) is G equivariant, so that it indues a morphism
C(U ′′i,z2) = C(U
′′′
i,z2
)/G → C(U ′′′i,z1)/G = C(U
′′
i,z1
). One dedues from the fat
that the ospeialization map ommutes with két morphisms of polystable log
brations that it desends to a morphism C(Z ′′z1)→ C(Z
′′
z2).
By taking the projetive limit over strit étale neighborhood of
˚¯z1, one gets a
morphism Cgeom(Z
′′
z1/z1) → C(Z
′′
z′
2
), where z′2 is the image of z¯2 in the strit
loalization of Z at ˚¯z1.
If one has a log geometrial stratum of Z ′′z1 , using [10, or. 18.9.8℄ as previously,
one gets that the image stratum of Z ′′z2 is geometrially onneted.
One thus gets the wanted morphism Cgeom(Z
′′
z1/z1)→ Cgeom(Z
′′
z2/z2).
If Z ′ → Z is not assumed to be stritly polystable anymore, after hanging
Z by an étale neighborhood, there is an étale morphism Z ′0 → Z
′
of polystable
log brations over Z suh that Z ′0 → · · · → Z is a stritly polystable bration
of log shemes. Let Z ′1 = Z
′
0 ×Z′ Z
′
0. Then, the wanted morphism is obtained
by taking the okernel of the horizontal arrows of the following ommutative
square:
Cgeom(Z
′′
1,z1/z1) ⇒ C(Z
′′
0,z1/z1)
↓ ↓
Cgeom(Z
′′
1,z2/z2) ⇒ Cgeom(Z
′′
1,z2/z2)
Let us assume now that Z ′′ → Z is proper, that Z is log regular and
that z¯1 and z¯2 are in the same stratum of Z (i.e. the ospeialization map
MZ,z1 → MZ,z2 is an isomorphism). We may replae Z by its strit loaliza-
tion at z1 (this does not aet our ospeialization map). In partiular Z is
log Zariski. After some further két loalization, we will assume Z ′′ → Z to be
saturated.
The fat that z1 and z2 are in the same stratum of Z easily implies that
Cgeom(Z
′′
z1) → Cgeom(Z
′′
z2) maps non degenerate polysimplies to non degen-
erate polysimplies (it sues to look étale loally).
Let Z ′′
(i)
be the losure of (Z ′′z¯2)
(i)
in Z ′′ endowed with the redued losed sub-
sheme, and (Z˜ ′′)(i) be its normalization. By looking étale loally on Z ′′ and
thanks to the fat that z2 and z1 are in the same stratum, one sees that (Z
′′(i))z1
is just (Z ′′z1)
(i)
and that ((Z˜ ′′)(i))z1 is just the normalization of (Z
′′
z1)
(i)
. Thus
the onneted omponents of ((Z˜ ′′)(i))z1 and ((Z˜
′′)(i))z2 are in bijetions with
the strata of Z ′′z1 and Z
′′
z2 of rank i. As previously explained, sine Z
′′ → Z is
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saturated, (Z˜ ′′)(i) is separable over the losure of z2 and thus the Stein fator-
izations of (Z˜ ′′)(i) for all i tells us that Str(Zz¯1)→ Str(Zz¯2) is bijetive.
If one assumes moreover that Cgeom(Z
′′
z2/z2) is interiorly free (this is the ase
if Cgeom(Z
′
z2/z2) is interiorly free),
Cgeom(Z
′′
z1/z1)→ Cgeom(Z
′′
z2/z2)
is also an isomorphism.
We still assume Z ′′ → Z proper, Z log regular, and assume that for any
stratum of Z with geometri generi point z¯, Cgeom(Z
′
z) is interiorly free.
Let z2 → z1 be any speialization of log geometri points of Z. Let x → z2 be
a speialization where x is a log geometri point over the generi point of the
stratum of z2 (there exists suh a speialization). Thus (x→ z2) and (x→ z1)
are good ouples. Then one has the morphisms:
Cgeom(Zz2)
≃
← Cgeom(Zx)→ Cgeom(Zz1)
so that we get a morphism Cgeom(Zz2) → Cgeom(Zz1) whih does not depend
on x → z2 (sine any other speialization x → z2 goes through our previous
speialization).
Moreover, if z1 and z2 lie in the same stratum, the ospeialization morphism
is an isomorphism.
Remark. Under the same assumptions, let y¯2 → y¯1 be a speialization of log
geometri points over fs log points y2 → y1 of Z
′
whose images z2 → z1 in
Z lie in the same stratum of Z. One then have a ospeialization funtor
F : KCovgeom(Z
′
z1/z1)
L → KCovgeom(Z
′
z2/z2)
L
if L does not ontain the resid-
ual harateristi p at z2 and z1. If Z
′′
z1 is some geometri két overing of
Z ′z1 , it extends thanks to orollary 1.5 to some két neighborhood U of z¯1 in
Z. Let Z ′′U → U be this extension (unique after replaing U by some smaller
neighborhood of z¯1), and F (Z
′′
z1) is just the ber in z¯2 of Z
′′
U . Then one has
an isomorphism Cgeom(Z
′′
1 ) ≃ Cgeom(Z
′′
2 ), whih indues a funtor of bered
ategories:
Dtop-geom(Z
′
1) → Dtop-geom(Z
′
2)
↓ ↓
KCovgeom(Z
′
z1/z1)
L → KCovgeom(Z
′
z2/z2)
L
and thus a speialization morphism πtemp-geom1 (Z
′
z2 , y2)
L → πtemp-geom1 (Z
′
z1 , y1)
L
.
4.2 Cospeialization morphisms of pro-(p′) tempered fun-
damental groups
Let K be a disrete valuation eld, and SpecOK is endowed with its usual log
struture, and assume that the residual harateristi p of K is not in L .
Let X → Y be a proper and polystable log bration suh that Y → SpecOK is
log smooth and proper, and assume that for every geometri point y¯ of Ys, C(Xy¯)
is interiorly free (this is for example the ase if X → Y is stritly polystable or
if the bers of X → Y are semistable urves).
Let y1 and y2 be two disretely valued points of Y
an
tr (after replaing H(y1) by
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an isometri extension, we may assume H(y1) to have an algebraially losed
residue eld). One has anonial morphisms of fs log shemes SpecOH(yi) → Y
for i = 1, 2. Let si be the fs log point of Y orresponding to the speial point of
SpecOH(yi) with the inverse image log struture. Let s
′
i be the fs log point of
Y with same underlying sheme as si but endowed with the inverse image log
struture.
A geometri point y¯i (of the Berkovih spae Y
an
) over yi indues a log geomet-
ri point s¯i over si (y¯i an also be seen as a log geometri point of Y sine the
log struture of Y is trivial at yi. Let s¯
′
i be a log geometri point of s
′
i ×si s¯i).
Let us assume that one has a speialization s¯′2 → s¯
′
1 (and there is one as soon
as there is a speialization between the underlying geometri points of Y˚ ).
More preisely, we dene Ptan(Y ) to be the ategory whose objets are ge-
ometri points y¯ of Y antr , suh that H(y) is disretely valued (where y is the
underlying point of y¯) and Hom(y¯, y¯′) is the set of két speializations from s¯ to
s¯′ where s¯ and s¯′ are the log redutions of y¯ and y¯′.
We will also dene Ptan0 (Y ) to be the ategory obtained from Pt
an(Y ) by invert-
ing the lass of morphisms y¯ → y¯′ suh that s¯ and s¯′ lie in the same stratum of Y .
Theorem 4.5. For any morphism y¯2 → y¯1 in Pt
an(Y ), there is an outer mor-
phism
πtemp1 (X
an
y¯1 )
L → πtemp1 (X
an
y¯2 )
L,
whih is an isomorphism if s1 and s2 lie in the same stratum of Y .
Proof. One has a ospeialization funtor
F : KCovgeom(Xs1/s1)
L → KCovgeom(Xs2/s2)
L
whih fators through KCovgeom(XZ0/Z0)
L
where Z0 is the strit loalization
at s1. Let η be some geometri point above the generi point of Y .
As the ospeialization funtor KCovgeom(Xsi/si)
L → KCovgeom(Xyi/yi)
L
and
KCovgeom(Xyi/yi)
L → KCovgeom(Xη/η)
L
are equivalenes ([15, prop. 1.15℄),
one gets that KCovgeom(Xs1/s1)
L → KCovgeom(Xs2/s2)
L
is an equivalene.
If Zs1 is some geometri két overing of Zs1 , it extends thanks to orollary 1.5
to some két neighborhood U of s¯1 in Z. Let ZU → U be this extension (unique
after replaing U by some smaller neighborhood of s¯1), and F (Zs1) is just the
ber in z¯2 of ZU . Then one has a ospeialization morphism Cgeom(Zs1) →
Cgeom(Zs2), whih indues a speialization funtor
Dtop-geomXs2
(Zs2)→ Dtop-geomXs2
(Zs1),
whih is an equivalene of ategories if s¯1 and s¯2 lie in the same stratum of Y .
Thus we have a 2-ommutative diagram:
Dtop-geomXs1
→ Dtop-geomXs2
↓ ↓
KCovgeom(Xs1/s1)
L F
−1
→ KCovgeom(Xs2/s2)
L
where F−1 is some quasi inverse of F . This indues a ospeialization morphism
πtemp-geom1 (Xs1/s1)
L → πtemp-geom1 (Xs2/s2)
L.
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The omparison morphisms of theorem 3.3 gives us the wanted morphism.
Thus one gets a funtor Ptan0 (Y )
op → OutGptop (whereOutGptop is the ate-
gory of topologial groups with outer morphisms) whih maps y¯ to πtemp1 (X
an
y¯ )
L
.
Suh a funtor annot exist if p 6= 0 and L is the set of all primes. Indeed,
if X1 and X2 are two Mumford urves with isomorphi stable redution but
with dierent metris on the graphs of their stable models, then their tempered
fundamental groups are not isomorphi. Let us onsider a moduli spae of sta-
ble urves with level struture, endowed with its anonial log struture, and a
geometri point s¯ in the speial ber of the moduli spae suh that the orre-
sponding stable urve has totally degenerate redution. In partiular, it has at
least two double points, and thus the rank of M
gp
s¯ is at least two. Let us take
two valuative fs log points s1 and s2 (i.e. M si ≃ N) suh that the orresponding
morphisms M s¯ → N are linearly independant, for. Let η1 and η2 be disretely
valued points of the analyti geometri ber whose log redutions are s1 and s2.
Then the two orresponding geometri Mumford urves have dierent metri on
the graph of their stable model, and thus have non isomorphi tempered fun-
damental groups. But two geometri log points over s1 and s2 are isomorphi
with respet to speialization for két topology.
If one drops the assumption about inner freeness, one still gets this result,
by the same proof:
Theorem 4.6. For any ouple of geometri points y¯1 and y¯2 of Y above dis-
retely valued points y1, y2 of Y . Let s¯1, s¯2 be their log redutions and assume
that s¯1 is the generi point of a stratum of Y . Then there is a funtorial ospe-
ialization outer homomorphism:
πtemp1 (X
an
y¯1 )
L → πtemp1 (X
an
y¯2 )
L.
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